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SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF REMEDIAL 
INVESTIGATION AND FEASIBILITY STUDY AT THE UPPER COLUMBIA 

RIVER SITE 

I. NATURE OF AGREEMENT 

1. This Settlement Agreement ("Agreement") is made and entered into by the 
United States, on behalf of the US. Environmental Protection Agency ("EPA), and by 
Teck Cominco American Incorporated ("TCAI") and a separately incorporated affiliate, 
Teck Cominco Metals Ltd. ("TCM"), which is a Party to this Agreement solely for the 
limited purposes set out herein (collectively, the "Parties"). This Agreement concerns 
the Upper Columbia River Site ("Site"), which consists of the areal extent of hazardous 
substances contamination within the United States in or adjacent to the Upper Columbia 
River, including the Franklin D. Roosevelt Lake ("Lake Roosevelt"), from the border 
between the United States and Canada downstream to the Grand Coulee Dam, and all 
suitable areas in proximity to such contamination necessary for implementation of the 
response actions described below. The Site may include land and waters within the 
boundaries of the Colville Indian Reservation and the Spokane Indian Rese~ation, over 
which the Tribes have civil regulatory jurisdiction, as well as land and waters 
administered by the National Park Service and the Bureau of Reclamation within the 
US. Department of the Interior ("DO!"). The Parties enter into this Agreement to provide 
for the implementation of the activities described herein at the Upper Columbia River 
Site. 

2. On December II ,  2003, EPA issued a Unilateral Administrative Order 
("UAO") under the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and 
Liability Act ("CERCLA"), directing TCM to perform a Remedial Investigation and 
Feasibility Study ("RIIFS") at the Site. The United States contends that discharges from 
the Trail Smelter, situated approximately ten (10) river miles north of the U.S.- Canada 
border, have contributed to releases of hazardous substances, as defined in CERCLA, 
at the Site. The United States acknowledges that other entities may have contributed to 
releases of hazardous substances at the Site. While TCM and TCAl deny that they have 
liability under CERCLA for the Site, TCM and TCAl have offered to enter into this 
contractual agreement with EPA to perform the tasks set forth herein. 

3. The intent of the Parties to this Agreement is to perform a RllFS for the 
Site as outlined in the Statement of Work ("SOW") attached hereto as Exhibit A. The 
Parties intend that this RIIFS process, while not carried out under an administrative or 
judicial order issued pursuant to the provisions of CERCLA, will be consistent with the 
National Contingency Plan ("NCP"), 40 C.F.R. part 300. 



4. The Parties agree not to challenge the work performed pursuant to and in 
accordance with this Agreement as being inconsistent with the NCP. In addition to 
being consistent with the NCP, all activities performed to conduct the RllFS (the "Work) 
shall be performed consistent with applicable EPA guidance, including the Draft 
Framework for Inorganic Metals Risk Assessment, as it may be modified or finalized by 
EPA, and, as reflected in the SOW, shall be based upon principles of risk-based 
analysis, bioavailability, empirical testing, and field confirmation. The Work shall be 
performed consistent with the foregoing and in accordance with the requirements, 
specifications, and schedules in this Agreement, the SOW and all work plans approved 
by EPA, which shall be developed, approved and overseen to reflect the provisions of 
this Paragraph and Agreement. These workplans are or will be incorporated by 
reference in, and shall be enforceable under, this Agreement. EPA may approve, 
disapprove, require revisions to, or modify all proposed work plans and all deliverables 
described in this Agreement, the SOW, or any approved work plan, consistent with the 
terms of this Agreement. However, EPA may not, under this Agreement, require TCAl to 
implement any action that is a material departure from this Agreement or the SOW 
unless it is required to ensure consistency with the NCP, nor find that TCAl is in material 
breach of this Agreement or seek access to the funds escrowed pursuant to Paragraph 
49, based on TCAl's failure or refusal to implement any action that is a material 
departure from this Agreement or the SOW that is not required to ensure consistency 
with the NCP. 

5. All work under this Agreement shall be performed subject to EPA 
oversight. The Parties agree that TCAl shall perform the RIIFS, either itself or through 
contractors it has funded, except where it is expressly provided in the SOW that other 
entities are to complete certain tasks, in which event TCAl will fund those tasks. 

II. DEFINITIONS 

6. Solely for purposes of convenience for the implementation of the work 
described in this Agreement, and without TCAl's or TCM's accepting for any purpose 
the application of the substantive provisions of CERCLA to TCAl or TCM, the Parties 
adopt for terms in this Agreement the statutory definitions in CERCLA, 42 U.S.C. § 9601 
et seq, except where this Agreement expressly provides another definition. 

Whenever terms listed below are used in this Agreement or in any exhibit 
attached hereto, the following definitions shall apply: 

a. "Agreement" shall mean this Settlement Agreement and any 
attached exhibits. In the event of conflict between this Agreement and any exhibit, the 
Agreement shall control. 

b. "CERCW shall mean the Comprehensive Environmental 
Response, Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980, as amended, 42 U.S.C. § 9601 et 
seq. 



c. "Dav" shall mean a calendar dav unless otherwise saecified in this 
Agreement. In computing any period of time under ihis Agreement, wh&e the last day 
would fall on a Saturday, Sunday, or federal holiday, the period shall run until the close 
of business of the next working day. 

d. "Decisionmaker" shall be the official(s) of the EPA designated 
herein, andlor in the Technical Review Process document attached hereto as Exhibit B 
and incorporated herein by reference, for review and determination of a particular issue 
arising under this Agreement. 

e. "DOI" shall mean the United States Department of the Interior. 

f. "Effective Date" shall mean the date of execution hereof by the last 
Party to execute this Agreement. 

9. "EPA shall mean the United States Environmental Protection 
Agency and any successor departments, agencies or instrumentalities of the United 
States. 

h. "Final Decision" shall mean a final determination made by the 
Decisionmaker with respect to a matter under this Agreement. 

I .  "Future RllFS Costs" shall mean all costs, including direct and 
indirect costs, which EPA, or the Department of Justice on behalf of EPA, incurs on or 
after the Effective Date of this Agreement in connection with the RllFS for the Site. 
These costs, include, but are not limited to, all costs incurred reviewing or developing 
plans, reports and other items pursuant to this Agreement, verifying the Work, or 

~ -

btherwise implementing, overseeing, or enforcing this Agreement, including but not 
limited to. aavroll costs. contractor costs. travel costs. laboratow costs. Aaencv for Toxic . .  . . -
Substances and ise ease Registry ("ATSDR") costs, the ~echnical ~ssistancebian 
("TAP") costs referenced in Paragraph 13b. which shall not exceed $50,000, costs 
associated with developing and implementing the Community Relations Plan, costs 
incurred pursuant to Paragraph 22 (costs and attorneys fees and any monies paid to 
secure access, including the amount of reasonable compensation), costs associated 
with Dispute Resolution and the Technical Review Process, costs incurred by EPA to 
obtain technical assistance to support EPA oversight of the RIIFS, or EPA's 
performance of the Human Health Risk Assessment, including, but not limited to, costs 
incurred by EPA for such technical assistance obtained from DO!, the Tribes, or the 
State of Washington, costs associated with fulfilling or arranging for the fulfillment of any 
of TCAl's obligations under this Agreement, and costs associated with performing or 
developing the Human Health Risk Assessment, the Proposed Plan, and Record of 
Decision. For purposes of this paragraph, with respect to DO!, the Tribes, and the State 
of Washington, "technical assistance" costs mean those costs incurred by EPA to 
contract directly with DOI, the Tribes, or the State of Washington to obtain that entity's 
unique expertise on a particular technical matter. 



j. "Interest" shall mean interest at the rate specified for interest on 
investments of the Hazardous Substance Superfund established under Subchapter A of 
Chapter 98 of Title 26 of the US. Code, compounded on October 1 of each year, in 
accordance with 42 U.S.C. § 9607(a). 

k. "National Contingency Plan" or ("NCP") shall mean the National Oil 
and Hazardous Substances Pollution Contingency Plan promulgated pursuant to 
Section 105 of CERCLA, 42 U.S.C. § 9605, and codified at 40 C.F.R. Part 300, and any 
amendments thereto. 

I. "Paragraph" shall mean a portion of this Agreement identified by an 
Arabic numeral or a lower case letter. 

m. "Parties" shall mean the United States and Teck Cominco American 
Incorporated, and solely for the limited purposes identified herein, Teck Cominco Metals 
Ltd. 

n. "RIIFS" shall mean the Remedial Investigation and Feasibility 
Study to be performed in accordance with this Agreement to investigate the nature and 
extent of contamination at the Site, including performing the risk assessments for 
human health and the environment, performing studies and analyses necessary to 
identify Applicable or Relevant and Appropriate Requirements, and developing and 
evaluating potential remedial alternatives. 

0. "Site" shall mean the Upper Columbia River Site, which consists of 
the areal extent of hazardous substances contamination within the United States in or 
adjacent to the Upper Columbia River, including the Franklin D. Roosevelt Lake, from 
the border between the United States and Canada downstream to the Grand Coulee 
Dam, and those areas in proximity to the contamination which are suitable and 
necessary for implementation of the response actions decribed in this Agreement. 

P. "Start Date" shall mean the day that EPA transmits to TCAl the 
2005 field data and notifies TCAl that it has done so, or the Effective Date of this 
Agreement, whichever is later. 

4. "State" shall mean the State of Washington. 

r. "Statement of Work or ("SOW) shall mean the statement of work 
for implementation under this Agreement, together with Appendix A attached thereto, 
which are set forth as Exhibit A to this Agreement. The Statement of Work is 
incorporated into this Agreement and is an enforceable part of this Agreement. 

s. "Superfund" shall mean the Hazardous Substance Superfund 
established by the Internal Revenue Code, 26 U.S.C. § 9507. 

t. "TCAI" shall mean Teck Cominco American Incorporated, a United 
States corporation incorporated under the laws of the State of Washington, and its 
successors and assigns. 



U. "TCM" shall mean Teck Cominco Metals Ltd., a Canadian 
corporation incorporated under the laws of Canada, and its successors and assigns 

v. "Tribes" shall mean the Confederated Tribes of the Colviile 
Reservation ("Colville Tribes") and the Spokane Tribe of Indians ("Spokane Tribe") 
through their governing councils, agencies, and departments. 

w. "United States" shall mean the United States of America, including 
all of its departments, agencies, and instrumentalities. 

x. "Work" shall mean the RllFS activities carried out under this 
Agreement as provided in the SOW. 

Y. "Work Plans" shall mean detailed plans for activities, as described 
in Paragraph 8, below, to achieve specified objectives of the SOW. 

Ill. WORK TO BE PERFORMED 

7. TCAI, through contractors, subcontractors, laboratories and consultants 
retained by TCAI, or through funding of activities performed by others where expressly 
provided in the SOW, shall perform the Work as set forth in the SOW, including 
Appendix A, and all future Work Plans agreed to between the Parties or as otherwise 
required under this Agreement. Within thirty (30) days of the Effective Date of this 
Agreement, and before the work outlined below begins, TCAI shall notify EPA, in 
writing, of the names, titles, and qualifications of the personnel, including contractors, 
subcontractors, consultants, and laboratories to be used in carrying out such work. The 
qualifications of the personnel undertaking the work for TCAl shall be subject to EPA's 
review, for verification that such personnel meet minimum technical background and 
exoerience reauirements. If EPA disa~oroves. in writina, of the technical aualifications 
of i n y  personiel, TCAl shall notify E ~ Aof the'identity and qualifications of the 
repiacement(s) within thirty (30) days of the written notice. During the course of the 
RIIFS, TCAl shall notify EPA, in writing, of any changes or additions in the personnel 
used to carry out such work, providing their names, titles, and qualifications. EPA shall 
have the right to approve changes and additions to personnel hereunder. 

8. The SOW, including its Appendix A, is an outline of the RllFS to be 
performed under this Agreement. All Work Plans developed pursuant to this Agreement 
shall be designed to accomplish one or more of the objectives set forth in the SOW. 
The types of studies that TCAl may perform to complete the RIIFS are described more 
fully in the SOW and RllFS guidance. 

IV. MODIFICATION OF WORK PLANS AND OTHER DELIVERABLES 

9. EPA, subject to the provisions of this Agreement, may approve or 
disapprove, in whole or in part, require revisions to, or modify any proposed Work Plan 
or other deliverable. TCAl must fully correct all deficiencies and incorporate and 



integrate all information and comments supplied by EPA either in subsequent or 
resubmitted deliverables. Except as otherwise specified, if EPA disapproves of, or 
requires revisions to a submitted document, in whole or in part, TCAI shall amend and 
submit to EPA a revised document which is responsive to the directions in all EPA 
comments within thirty (30) days of receiving EPA's comments. In the event that TCAl 
amends or revises a report, plan, or other submittal upon receipt of EPA comments and 
EPA subsequently disapproves of the revised submittal, or if subsequent submittals do 
not fully reflect EPA's directions for changes, EPA retains the right to seek liquidated 
damages, perform its own studies, complete the RllFS (or any portion of the RIIFS) 
under CERCLA and the NCP, and seek reimbursement from TCAl for its costs, andlor 
seek any other appropriate relief. In the event that EPA takes over some ofthe tasks, 
but not the preparation of the RIIFS, TCAl shall incorporate and integrate information 
supplied by EPA into the final RllFS Report. 

10. If at any time during the RllFS process, TCAl identifies a need for 
additional data for the RIIFS, TCAI shall submit a memorandum documenting the need 
for additional data to the EPA Project Coordinator within twenty (20) days of 
identification. EPA, in its discretion, may determine whether the additional data will be 
incorporated into the RIIFS Administrative Record. 

11. In the event that TCAI becomes aware of conditions at the Site which 
pose an immediate threat to human health or welfare or the environment, TCAl shall 
immediately notify EPA and the State, and, in the event that such conditions should 
arise on land under the jurisdiction or control of the Colville Tribes, the Spokane Tribe, 
or DOI, notice shall also be provided to any entity with such jurisdiction or control. The 
appropriate contacts for EPA are as follows: National Response Center (800-424-8802), 
and Kevin Rochlin, EPA Project Coordinator (206-553-2106). EPA agrees to provide 
TCAl with the appropriate State and Tribal contacts within 10 days of the Effective Date. 
In the event of unanticipated or changed circumstances at the Site that are material 
enough to require modification of a workplan in TCAl's judgment, TCAl shall notify the 
EPA Project Coordinator by telephone within forty eight (48) hours of discovery of the 
unanticipated or changed circumstances. in the event that EPA determines that the 
immediate threat or the unanticipated or changed circumstances warrant changes in the 
Work Plan, EPA shall modifL or amend the Work Plan, in writing, accordingly. TCAl 
shall perform the Work Plan as modified or amended. 

12. Subject to the provisions of Paragraph 4, EPA may determine that in 
addition to tasks defined in the initially approved Work Plan, other work may be 
necessary to accomplish the objectives of the RIIFS. EPA may require that TCAl 
perform these response actions in addition to those required by the initially approved 
Work Plan, including any approved modifications, if it determines that such actions are 
necessary for a complete RIIFS. TCAI shall confirm its willingness to perform the 
additional work, in writing, to EPA within fourteen (14) days of receipt of the EPA 
request or TCAl shall invoke dispute resolution. Subject to resolution of any dispute, 
TCAI shall implement the additional tasks which EPA determines are necessary. The 
additional work shall be completed according to the standards, specifications, and 
schedule set forth or approved by EPA in a written modification to the Work Plan or 



written Work Plan Supplement. EPA reserves the right to conduct the work itself at any 
point, to seek reimbursement from TCAI, andlor to seek any other appropriate relief. In 
addition, the SOW may be modified at any time by written agreement of EPA and TCAI. 

V. COMPONENTS OF THE WORWDELIVERABLES 

13. a. TASK 1: SCOPING. TCAl shall conduct the scoping activities as 
described in the SOW. During scoping, TCAl shall provide EPA with the following 
deliverables: 

I. Technical Memorandum on Risk Management-Based Action 
Objectives for Ecological Risk Assessment. Within ninety (90) days of the Start Date, 
TCAl shall submit a technical memorandum on ecological risk management-based 
action objectives, as described in the SOW. Revisions to this document shall be due 
fourteen (14) days after receipt of EPA's comments. 

ii. RllFS Work Plan. Within one hundred fifty (150) days of the 
Start Date, TCAl shall submit to EPA a complete RllFS Work Plan. Because the RllFS 
is being conducted in an iterative manner, there may be multiple addenda to the RllFS 
Work Plan to take into account additional data requirements determined as the 
investigation progresses. 

iii. Sampling and Analysis Plan. Within two hundred and ten 
(210) days of the Start Date, TCAl shall submit to EPA the Sampling and Analysis Plan 
("SAP"). The SAP shall consist of a Field Sampling Plan ("FSP") and a Quality 
Assurance Project Plan ("QAPP"), as described in the SOW and guidance. 

iv. Site Health and Safety Plan. Within two hundred and ten 
(210) days of the Start Date, TCAl shall submit to EPA the Site Health and Safety Plan 
("HSP"). 

v. Cultural Resources Coordination Plan. Within two hundred 
and ten (210) days of the Start Date, TCAl shall submit to EPA the Cultural Resources 
Coordination Plan. 

b. TASK 2: COMMUNIN RELATIONS PLAN. Consistent with EPA 
guidance and the NCP, EPA will prepare a Community Relations Plan to ensure 
meaningful opportunities for public involvement in the work to be conducted at the Site 
under this Agreement. TCAl will provide information as requested by EPA for 
distribution to the public and for public meetings which may be held by EPA to explain 
activities at or relating to the Site. In addition, within thirty (30) days of a written request 
by EPA, TCAl also shall provide EPA with a proposed Technical Assistance Plan 
("TAP"). If EPA disapproves of or requires revisions to the TAP, in whole or in part, 
TCAl shall amend and submit to EPA a revised TAP which is responsive to the 
directions in all EPA comments, within fourteen (14) days of receiving EPA's comments. 
The TAP shall provide for up to $50,000 of TCAl's funds to be used as a Technical 
Assistance Grant ("TAG") by a qualified community group meeting the requirements of 



40 C.F.R. § 35.4020, except that the requirements of 40 C.F.R. 3 35.4020(a)(I) shall be 
considered satisfied if the group could be affected by actual or potential releases at the 
Site notwithstanding the fact that the Site is neither listed nor proposed for listing on the 
CERCLA National Priorities List. The TAP funding shall be used consistent with 40 
C.F.R. Part 35, Subpart M, to hire independent technical advisors to review documents 
or provide other assistance related to TCAl's Work under this Agreement. 

c. TASK 3: SITE CHARACTERIZATION. Following EPA approval or 
modification of the Work Plan and Sampling and Analysis Plan, TCAl shall implement 
the provisions of these plans to characterize the Site. TCAl shall initiate the tasks 
described in the SAP within ninety (90) days of EPA approval or modification of the 
RllFS Work Plan and Sampling and Analysis Plan. TCAl shall provide EPA with 
analytical data within ninety (90) days of each sampling activity, in an electronic format 
(i.e., computer disk) showing the location, medium, and validated results, consistent 
with the data management section of the QAPP. Within seven (7) days of completion of 
field activities, TCAl shall notify EPA, in writing. During Site characterization, TCAl shall 
provide EPA with the following deliverabies, as described in the Statement of Work and 
Work Plan. 

I .  Technical Memorandum on Modeling of Site Characteristics. 
Where TCAl proposes that modeling is appropriate, within sixty (60) days of the 
initiation of Site characterization, if reauested bv EPA. TCAl shall submit a technical 
memorandum on modeling of site characteristics, as described in the SOW 

ii. Preliminary Site Characterization Summary and Data Gap 
Evaluation. Within one hundred fifty (150) days of completion of the field sampling and 
analysis, as specified in the Work Plan, TCAl shall submit a Site characterization 
summary and data gap evaluation to EPA. If data gaps exist, a workplan and SAP 
amendment to meet those data needs will be submitted within ninety (90) days of 
submittal of the Site characterization and data gap evaluation. 

iii. Remedial Investigation Report. Within ninety (90) days of 
completion of the final Site characterization summary and data gap evaluation, TCAl 
shall submit a draft remedial investigation report consistent with the SOW, Work Plan, 
and Sampling and Analysis Plan. 

d. TASK 4: ECOLOGICAL RISK ASSESSMENT. TCAl shall 
complete an Ecological Risk Assessment during the RllFS process. Within one 
hundred twenty (120) days after the RllFS Work Plan is approved, TCAl shall submit to 
EPA an Ecological Risk Assessment Work Plan consistent with the SOW and in 
accordance with EPA guidance and the NCP. Following EPA's approval of the Work 
Plan, TCAl will begin preparation of the Ecological Risk Assessment, conduct a 
technical assessment, and provide an ecological risk assessment report describing the 
results to the EPA upon its completion. 

e. TASK 5: TREATABILITY STUDIES. TCAI shall conduct treatability 
studies where EPA, in consultation with TCAI, determines they are needed. Major 



components of the treatability studies include scope of studies, the design of the 
studies, and the implementation of the studies, as described in the SOW. During 
treatability studies, TCAl shall provide EPA with the following deliverables: 

I. Determination of Candidate Technologies and of the Need 
for Testing. This memorandum shall be submitted within thirty (30) days of the 
submittal of the RI report. 

ii. Treatability Testing Work Plan. If EPA determines that 
treatability testing is required, within thirty (30) days thereafter, or as otherwise specified 
by EPA, TCAl shall submit a Treatability Testing Work Plan, including a schedule. 
Revisions to this document are due to EPA within fourteen (14) days of receiving EPA's 
comments. 

iii. Treatability Study Sampling and Analysis Plan. Within sixty 
(60) days of receiving notice from EPA of the need for a separate or revised QAPP or 
FSP, TCAl shall submit a Treatability Study Sampling and Analysis Plan. 

iv. Treatability Study Health and Safety Plan. Within thirty (30) 
days of receiving notice from EPA of the need for a revised Health and Safety Plan, 
TCAl shall submit a Treatability Study Health and Safety Plan. 

v. Treatability Study Cultural Resources Coordination Plan. 
Within fourteen (14) days of the completion of the Treatability Sampling and Analysis 
Plan, TCAl shall submit a Treatability Cultural Resources Coordination Plan. 

vi. Treatability Study Evaluation Report. Within ninety (90) days 
of completion of any treatability testing, TCAl shall submit a Treatability Study 
Evaluation Report as provided in the SOW and Work Plan. 

f. TASK 6: DEVELOPMENT AND SCREENING OF REMEDIAL 
ALTERNATIVES. TCAl shall develop an appropriate range of remedial options that will 
be evaluated through the development and screening of alternatives, as provided in the 
SOW and Work Plan. During the development and screening of alternatives, TCAl shall 
provide EPA with the following deliverables: 

I. Technical Memorandum on Refined Risk Management- 
Based Action Objectives. Where TCAl proposes that refined risk management-based 
action objectives are appropriate, within sixty (60) days after the completion of the 
Baseline Risk Assessment, TCAl shall submit a technical memorandum on Refined 
Risk Management-Based Action Objectives, as described in the SOW. Revisions to this 
document are due to EPA within fourteen (14) days after receiving EPA's comments. 

ii. Technical Memoranda of General Response Actions. Within 
fourteen (14) days of completing the Refined Risk Management-Based Action 
Objectives, TCAl shall submit technical memoranda of General Response Actions, as 
described in the SOW. Revisions to this document are due to EPA within fourteen (14) 
days after receiving EPA's comments. 



iii. Technical Memoranda on the Development and Preliminary 
Screening of Remedial Technologies, Assembled Alternatives Screening Results and 
Final Screening. Within ninety (90) days of submittal of the memorandum on refined 
risk management-based action objectives, TCAI shall submit technical memoranda 
summarizing the development and screening of remedial alternatives, including an 
alternatives array document as described in the SOW. 

g. TASK 7: DETAILED ANALYSIS OF REMEDIAL ALTERNATIVES. 
TCAI shall conduct a detailed analysis of remedial alternatives, as described in the 
SOW and Work Plan. During the detailed analysis of remedial alternatives, TCAl shall 
provide EPA with the following deliverables and presentation: 

I. Technical Memorandum on Comparative Analysis. Within 
ninety (90) days of submission of a memorandum on the development and screening of 
remedial alternatives, TCAl shall submit a report on comparative analysis to EPA 
summarizing the results of the comparative analysis performed among the remedial 
alternatives. 

ii. Draft Feasibility Study Report. Within ninety (90) days of the 
completion of the technical memorandum on comparative analysis, TCAl shall submit a 
Draft FS Report which reflects the findings in the risk assessments. TCAI shall refer to 
the RllFS guidance for report content and format. The final report and the 
administrative record shall provide the basis for EPA's Proposed Plan under CERCLA 
§§ 113(k) and 117(a), which will document the development and analysis of remedial 
alternatives. 

14. EPA may require TCAl to stop work, temporarily or permanently, on any 
task, activity, or deliverable at any point during the term of this Agreement. Should EPA 
require TCAl to cease work, EPA shall in coordination with TCAI, set new deadlines for 
that work, and any subsequent work for which the schedule is affected by the work 
cessation. Neither EPA's failure to expressly approve or disapprove of TCAl's 
submissions within a specified time period, nor the absence of comments, shall be 
construed as approval by EPA. For the following deliverables, TCAl shall not proceed 
further with any subsequent activities or tasks until receiving EPA approval: RllFS Work 
Plans, Sampling and Analysis Plans, Cultural Resources Coordination Plans, Draft RI 
Reports, Draft Ecological Risk Assessment Work Plans, Ecological Risk Assessment 
Reports, Treatability Testing Work Plans, Treatability Study Sampling and Analysis 
Plans, and Draft FS Reports. While awaiting EPA approval on these deliverables, TCAl 
shall proceed with all other tasks and activities that can be conducted independently of 
these deliverables, in accordance with the schedule set forth in this Agreement. 

VI. HUMAN HEALTH RISK ASSESSMENT 

15. Draft and Final Human Health Risk Assessment Work Plan. During the 
RIIFS process, EPA will complete a Baseline Human Health Risk Assessment. EPA will 
prepare a draft and final Human Health Risk Assessment Work Plan consistent with the 



SOW and in accordance with EPA guidance and the NCP. The Baseline Human Health 
Risk Assessment shall be completed by EPA in cooperation with and with participation 
by TCAI. EPA will coordinate closely with the State, the Coiville Tribes, the Spokane 
Tribe, and DO1 in the development and implementation of the Baseline Human Health 
Risk Assessment. 

16. EPA will provide, after review of TCAl's Site characterization summary, 
sufficient information concerning the baseline risks such that TCAI can begin drafting 
the FS Report and the Memorandum on Refined Risk Management-Based Action 
Objectives. This information will normally be in the form of two or more Baseline 
Human Health Risk Assessment memoranda prepared by EPA. One memorandum will 
generally include a list of the chemicals of concern for human health effects and the 
corresponding toxicity values. Another should list the current and potential future 
exposure scenarios, exposure assumptions, and exposure point concentrations that 
EPA plans to use in the Baseline Human Health Risk Assessment. The public, 
including TCAI, may comment on these memoranda. 

17. After considering any significant comments received, EPA will prepare a 
Baseline Human Health Risk Assessment Report. EPA will release this report to the 
public at the same time it releases the Final dl Report. Both reports will be placed in 
the Administrative Record for the Site. 

VII. DESIGNATION OF PROJECT COORDINATORS 

18. On or before the Effective Date of this Agreement, EPA and TCAI shall 
each designate its own Project Coordinator. Each project Coordinator shall be 
resoonsible for overseeina the implementation of this Aareement. To the maximum 
extent possible, written c&munications between T C A I ~ ~EPA shall be directed to the 
Project Coordinator by mail or electronic mail, with copies to such other persons as may 
be required. EPA and TCAI have the right to change their respective Project 
Coordinator upon at least ten (10) days notice in writing prior to the change. 

19. EPA's Project Coordinator shall have the authority lawfully vested in a 
Remedial Project Manager (RPM) and On-Scene Coordinator (OSC) by the NCP. In 
addition, EPA's Project Coordinator shall have the authority, consistent with the NCP, to 
halt any work or other activity required by this Agreement and to take any necessary 
response action when he or she determines that conditions at the Site may present an 
immediate endangerment to public health or welfare or the environment. The absence 
of the EPA Project Coordinator from the area under study pursuant to this Agreement 
shall not be cause for the stoppage or delay of work. 

VIII. SAMPLING, ACCESS. AND DATA AVAILABILITYlADMISSIBlLlTY 

20. All sampling and analysis performed pursuant to this Agreement shall 
conform to EPA direction and approval regarding sampling, quality assurancelquality 
control (QNQC), data validation, and chain of custody procedures. TCAI, and any other 



entity performing Work for or at the direction of TCAl or EPA, shall ensure that 
laboratories used to perform the analyses participate in a QNQC program that complies 
with the appropriate EPA guidance. 

21. Upon request by EPA, TCAl shall allow EPA or its authorized 
representatives to take split andlor duplicate samples of all samples taken by TCAI. All 
split andlor duplicate samples taken shall be analyzed by the methods identified in the 
QAPP. TCAI shall notify EPA at least fifteen (15) days in advance of any sample 
collection activity, unless shorter notice is agreed to by EPA. EPA shall have the right 
to take any additional samples that EPA deems necessary. 

22. If any portion of the Site, or an off-Site area, to which access is needed for 
performance of the Work, is owned in whole or in part by an entity not a party to this 
Agreement, or is administered by DOI, TCAl shall obtain, or use its best efforts 
(including, where appropriate, reasonable compensation) to obtain, Site access 
agreements from the present owner(s) within sixty (60) days of EPA approval of the 
SAP. Such agreements shall provide access for EPA, its contractors and oversight 
officials, and the State, the Tribes, and DO1 and their contractors, and TCAl or its 
authorized representatives. Such agreements shall specify that TCAl is not EPA's 
representative with respect to liability associated with Site activities. Copies of such 
agreements shall be provided to EPA prior to TCAl's initiation of field activities. If 
access agreements are not obtained within the time referenced above, TCAl shall 
immediately notify EPA of its failure to obtain access. EPA may obtain access for TCAl 
or perform those tasks or activities with EPA contractors. In the event that EPA 
aerforms those tasks or activities with EPA contractors. TCAI shall aerform all other 
Lctivities not requiring access to that portion of the site: and shall rbimburse EPA for all 
costs incurred in obtaining access and performing such activities. TCAl additionally 
shall integrate the results of any such tasks undertaken by EPA into its reports and 
deliverables. 

23. Upon request by TCAI, EPA shall allow TCAl or its authorized 
representatives to take split andlor duplicate samples for all samples taken by EPA or 
persons acting on behalf of EPA. All split andlor duplicate samples shall be analyzed in 
accordance with the methods identified in the QAPP. EPA shall notify TCAl at least 
fifteen (15) days in advance of any sample collection activity, unless shorter notice is 
agreed to by TCAI. TCAl shall have the right to take any additional samples that it 
deems necessary. If work is to be performed in areas that the Tribes deem culturally 
sensitive, TCAI may not be allowed to take the split samples. In those circumstances, 
EPA will coordinate with the Tribes to arrange forth@ split samples to be provided to 
TCAI. 

24. Each Party shall provide to the other, upon request, copies of all non- 
privileged records, reports, or information (hereinafter referred to as "records") within 
their possession or control or that of their contractors or agents, that relate to activities 
undertaken to implement this Agreement, including, but not limited to, sampling, 
analysis, chain of custody records, manifests, trucking logs, receipts, reports, sample 
traffic routing, correspondence, or other documents or information related to the Site. 



Consistent with section 3.1 of the attached SOW, TCAl will provide data on operations 
of the Trail Smelter relevant to identification of contaminants of potential concern at the 
Site, upon request by EPA. 

25. TCAI may assert business confidentiality claims covering part or all of the 
records submitted to EPA under this Agreement to the extent permitted by and in 
accordance with Section 104(e)(7) of CERCLA, 42 U.S.C. § 9604(e)(7), and 40 C.F.R. 
2.203(b). Records determined to be confidential by EPA will be accorded the protection 
specified in 40 C.F.R. Part 2, Subpart B. If no claim of confidentiality accompanies 
records when they are submitted to EPA, or if EPA has notified TCAI that the records 
are not confidential under the standards of Section 104(e)(7) of CERCLA or 40 C.F.R. 
Part 2, Subpart B, the public may be given access to such documents or information 
without further notice to TCAI. 

26. No claim of confidentiality or privilege shall be made to any data or other 
factual information generated under the terms of this Agreement, including but not 
limited to sampling, monitoring, hydro-geologic, scientific, chemical, and engineering 
data. This term is not intended as a general waiver of any privilege which may apply to 
a Party's own independent evaluation of data or other factual information generated 
under the terms of this Agreement. 

27. To the extent that access to any portion of the Site is controlled by TCAI, 
at all reasonable times, EPA and its authorized representatives shall have the authority 
to enter and freely move about all property at the Site and off-Site areas where work, if 
any, is being performed, for the purposes of inspecting conditions, activities, the results 
of activities, records, operating logs, and contracts related to the Site or TCAl and its 
contractor pursuant to this Agreement; reviewing the progress of TCAl in carrying out 
the terms of this Agreement; conducting tests as EPA or its authorized representatives 
deem necessary; using a camera, sound recording device, or other documentary type 
equipment; and verifying the data submitted to EPA by TCAI. TCAl shall allow these 
persons to inspect and copy all records, files, photographs, documents, sampling and 
monitorina data, and other writings related to work undertaken in carrying out this 
~ ~ r e e m e n t .  herein shalibe interpreted as limiting or affecting EPA'S right of ~ o t h i n ~  
entry or inspection authority under federal law. All parties with access to the Site under 
this paragraph shall comply with all approved Health and Safety Plans. 

28. In entering into this Agreement, the United States and TCAl waive any 
objections solely between them to the admissibility into evidence, in any action between 
them, of any data gathered, generated, or evaluated in the performance or oversight of 
the RllFS that has been verified according to the quality assurancelquality control 
procedures required by the Agreement or any EPA-approved Work Plans or Sampling 
and Analysis Plans. If TCAl objects to any other data relating to the RIIFS, TCAl shall 
submit to EPA a report that identifies and explains its objections, describes the 
acceptable uses of the data, if any, and identifies any limitations on the use of the data. 
The report must be submitted to EPA within fifteen (15) days of the monthly progress 
report containing the data. 



IX. FINAL REPORTS, PROPOSED PLANS, RECORD OF DECISION AND 
ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD 

29. EPA shall release to the public any final report prepared pursuant to this 
Agreement and any non-privileged analysis using data collected pursuant to this 
Agreement. EPA shall prepare and release to the public the Proposed Plan and Record 
of Decision in accordance with CERCLA and the NCP. No final report prepared 
pursuant to this Agreement should be privileged. 

30. EPA will maintain the Administrative Record for selection of any response 
action. The Administrative Record file shall include those materials cited in 40 C.F.R. 
300.810 and any other materials that EPA determines are appropriate for inclusion. 
TCAl shall submit to EPA all documentation concerning the Site developed by or for, or 
relied upon by, TCAI for performance of the RllFS that must be included in the 
Administrative Record file pursuant to 40 C.F.R. 300.810. TCAl shall provide copies of 
plans, task memoranda, including documentation of field modifications, 
recommendations for further action, quality assurance memoranda and audits, raw 
data, field notes, laboratory analytical reports, and other reports. TCAl must additionally 
submit any previous studies conducted by or for TCAl or TCM under Canadian, British 
Columbian, State, local, tribal, or other federal authorities relating to selection of the 
response action for the Site, and all non-privileged communications between TCAl and 
Candian, British Columbian, State, local, tribal, or other federal authorities concerning 
selection of the response action for the Site. EPA may require TCAl to house one copy 
of the Administrative Record at each of the community information repositories 
established at the Site. This Paragraph does not apply to data or other information 
collected by TCAl independently of this Agreement for the express purpose of 
evaluating or defending natural resource damage or other claims. 

X. DISPUTE RESOLUTION, JUDICIAL REVIEW AND JURISDICTION 

31. Except in an action by the United States to enforce a requirement of this 
Agreement that has not been disputed in accordance with this Section X, or an action 
by TCAI pursuant to Paragraph 34, any dispute arising under this Agreement shall be 
as follows: TCAl shall notify EPA's Project Coordinator, in writing, of its dispute within 
fourteen (14) days of receipt of a disapproval notice, request for performance or 
payment, or other event or inaction triggering the dispute. TCAl's written statement 
shall define the dispute, state the basis of TCAl's position, and be sent by certified mail, 
return receipt requested. EPA and TCAl then have an additional fourteen (14) days to 
reach agreement. If an agreement is not reached within fourteen (14) days, TCAl may 
request, in writing, with a copy to EPA's Project Coordinator, a determination by the 
Director of EPA Region 10's Environmental Cleanup Office ("ECL"). EPA may, within 
fourteen (14) days of its receipt of TCAl's request, submit a written statement 
responding to TCAl's written statement. The decision of the Office Director of ECL, in 
consultation with the Region 10 Administrator, will be EPA's final decision on any matter 
in dispute under this Agreement other than those matters to which the Technical Review 
Process referenced below applies. Unless TCAl has invoked the Technical Review 



Process for a dispute subject to Paragraph 32, TCAl shall proceed in accordance with 
EPA's final decision regarding the matter in dispute. 

32. Solely for disputes concerning (a) documents specified in part 3 
("Technical Review Process") of Exhibit B ("Technical Review of Upper Columbia River 
RIIFS), and (b) a decision by EPA requiring an action that is material and substantial, 
inconsistent with the principles of risk-based analysis, bioavailability, empirical testing, 
and field confirmation, not required for consistency with the NCP, and outside the SOW, 
TCAl may, by notifying EPA's Project Coordinator in writing within ten (10) days of its 
receipt of the ECL Director's determination, invoke the Technical Review Process 
described therein. The Parties shall then have an additional fourteen (14) days to 
resolve the dispute by informal negotiations. If the Parties are unable to resolve the 
dispute, then TCAl shall provide, within fourteen (14) days of the conclusion of informal 
negotiations, the Office Director of ECL and Dr. Elizabeth Southerland, Director of the 
Office of Superfund Remediation and Technology Innovation, by overnight delivery, with 
a written statement defining TCAl's dispute and stating the basis for TCAl's position. 
EPA's Project Coordinator will have fourteen (14) days from delivery of that statement to 
provide a written response to Dr. Southerland and the Office Director of ECL, with a 
copy to TCAI. From the time that the EPA project coordinator receives notice that TCAl 
is invoking the technical review process until EPA's time for submitting a written 
statement to Dr. Southerland has expired neither party shall intentionally initiate a 
communication with Dr. Southerland regarding the matter that is the subject of this 
dispute. The Technical Review Process shall then proceed as described at part 3 of 
Exhibit B. If TCAl does not agree to perform or does not actually perform the work in 
accordance with EPA's final decision, EPA reserves the right in its sole discretion to 
conduct the work itself, to seek reimbursement from TCAI, to seek enforcement of the 
decision, to seek liquidated damages, andlor to seek any other appropriate relief. 
Where EPA seeks liquidated damages or another judicial remedy, TCAl reserves the 
right to assert that EPA's requirements are not consistent with Paragraph 4 above or 
with this Agreement. 

33. Unless EPA agrees otherwise, TCAl remains obligated to perform and 
conduct activities and submit deliverables on the schedule set forth in the Agreement 
and Work Plan while a matter is pending in Dispute Resolution. If a dispute is raised 
regarding a component of a Deliverable or activity, unless it is impracticable to do so, 
TCAl must continue to submit or conduct the remaining components of the Deliverable 
or activity. The invocation of Dispute Resolution does not stay the accrual of liquidated 
damages under this Agreement, except that no such damages shall accrue from the 
date TCAl submits its written statement of dispute to the Office Director and Dr. 
Southerland until receipt of the Final Decision in that process. The Parties may agree, 
in writing, to extend any of the time periods specified in Paragraphs 31 and 32, above. 

34. Other than in an action by the United States to enforce this Agreement, 
TCAl shall not seek judicial review of any dispute arising under this Agreement, except 
that TCAl or TCM may seek immediate judicial review in the United States District Court 
for the Eastern District of Washington or the U.S. Court of Claims, as appropriate, on 
the following issues under this Agreement: (a) the determination by the EPA Region 10 



Director of the Office of Environmental Cleanup to access escrowed funds or other 
financial assurance provided by TCAI; (b) non-compliance with EPA's commitment to 
resolve disputes (including disputes relating to Force Majeure) in accordance with this 
Section, and to follow the Technical Review Process described in Exhibit B to this 
Agreement; (c) enforcement of EPA's obligation to withdraw the UAO upon the 
~ffective Date of this Agreement. Nothing in this Paragraph shall preclude TCAl or 
TCM from assertina the covenant not to sue and contribution ~rovisions set forth in 
Paragraphs 55 and73 of this Agreement, or EPA's noncompl/ance with this Agreement, 
as a defense in any action, or EPA's noncompliance with this Agreement as bases to 
challenge EPA's attempt to access funds placed in escrow by TCAl under Paragraph 
49. 

35. TCAl seeking judicial review as provided by Paragraph 34 shall not 
automatically extend, postpone, or affect in any way any obligation of TCAl under this 
Agreement, or stay the accrual of liquidated damages under this Agreement; however, 
TCAl may request such relief from the Court during the pendency of judicial review. If 
TCAl seeks judicial review under Paragraph 34(a), EPA may continue to access the 
escrowed funds as provided in Paragraph 49 during the course of judicial review. If 
TCAl prevails on the issue under judicial review, EPA shall return the funds to the 
escrow account, together with interest at the rate accruing in the account; provided that 
nothing herein shall require EPA to expend funds in violation of the Anti-Deficiency Act, 
31 U.S.C. §§ 1341-1519. 

36. Nothing in this Agreement is intended to create any right in TCAl to 
challenge the substantive decisions made by EPA during the RllFS process, nor to 
preclude TCAl from an ultimate challenge to the Record of Decision or other EPA 
action, to the extent provided by applicable law. 

37. TCAl acknowledges that it is subject to personal jurisdiction in the United 
States District Court for the Eastern District of Washington or the U.S. Court of Claims, 
as appropriate. TCAl's entry into this Agreement, its performance of work under this 
Agreement, and its corporate relationship with TCM are not and shall not be considered 
bases for liability of TCAl under CERCM or any other federal, state, Tribal, or common 
law with respect to the Site. Solely for the limited purpose of an action to enforce its 
rights and obligations under Paragraphs 4, 40, 41, 43, 50, 57, and 58 of this Agreement, 
TCM consents to personal jurisdiction in the United States District Court for the Eastern 
District of Washington or the U.S. Court of Claims, as appropriate. TCM's entry into this 
Agreement shall not be considered as a basis for finding^^^^ subject to the personal or 
subject matter jurisdiction of United States courts for any purpose other than to enforce 
this Agreement. 

XI. PROGRESS REPORTS AND MEETINGS 

38. TCAl shall make presentations at, and participate in, meetings at the 
request of EPA during the initiation, conduct, and completion of the RIIFS. In addition to 
discussion of the technical aspects of the RIIFS, topics will include anticipated problems 



or new issues. Meetings will be scheduled at EPA's discretion in coordination with 
TCAI. 

39. In addition to the deliverables set forth in this Agreement, TCAl shall 
provide to EPA monthly progress reports by the tenth (10th) business day of the 
following month. At a minimum, with respect to the preceding month, these progress 
reports shall: (1) describe the actions which have been taken to comply with this 
Agreement during that month; (2) describe the results of sampling and tests and all 
other data collected or received by TCAI; (3) describe work planned for the next two (2) 
months with schedules relating such work to the overall project schedule for RllFS 
completion; and (4) describe all problems encountered and any anticipated problems, 
any actual or anticipated delays, and solutions developed and implemented to address 
any actual or anticipated problems or delays. 

XI!. PARTIES BOUND 

40. This Agreement shall apply to and be binding upon each of the Parties 
and their successors and assigns in accordance with its terms, which have specific, 
limited application to TCM. Any change in ownership or corporate or other legal status 
of TCAl or TCM, including but not limited to any transfer of assets or real or personal 
property, shall in no way alter such Party's responsibilities under this Agreement. Each 
signatory to this Agreement certifies that he or she is authorized to enter into the terms 
and conditions of this Agreement and to bind legally the Party that he or she represents. 

41. TCAl and/or TCM, as appropriate, shall provide a copy of this Agreement 
to any subsequent owners or successors before ownership rights are transferred in any 
corporate acquisition or other transaction that results in: (1) the transfer of substantially 
all the assets of TCAl or TCM, or (2) constitutes a transfer of ownership rights that 
results in a change of control of TCAI or TCM. TCAl shall provide a copy of this 
Agreement to all contractors, subcontractors, laboratories, and consultants retained by it 
to conduct any work performed under this Agreement, within fourteen (14) days after 
the Effective Date of this Agreement or the date of retaining their services, whichever is 
later. TCAl shall condition any such contracts upon compliance with this Agreement. 

42. Notwithstanding the terms of any service or other contract, the Parties 
hereto are responsible for their compliance with this Agreement and for ensuring that 
their employees, contractors, consultants, subcontractors and agents comply with this 
Agreement, to the extent that these persons perform any Work. EPA shall ensure 
compliance with the terms of this Agreement addressing technical validity and reliability 
of data in those instances where Work is carried out by entities other than TCAl or its 
contractors. 

XIII. COSTS 

43. Costs incurred by TCAl or TCM pursuant to the Settlement Agreement, 
together with the $500,000 good faith payment made by TCAl to the United States for 



data compilation efforts relating to the Site, shall be credited against the ultimate liability 
of TCM andlor TCAI, if any, for Site response costs. 

44. TCAI shall pre-pay, on an annual basis, EPA's estimated Future RllFS 
Costs for the succeeding fiscal year. After the Effective Date of this Agreement, and 
annually thereafter, EPA shall provide TCAl with its estimate of Future RllFS Costs for 
the succeeding year the costs EPA expects to incur in connection with the RllFS under 
this Agreement. For fiscal year 2007 and the remainder of fiscal year 2006, TCAl shall 
prepay EPA's estimated Future RllFS Costs for the period between the Effective Date 
of this Agreement through September 30, 2007. 

45. Within thirty (30) days of receipt of each annual cost estimate, TCAl shall 
pay the estimated costs by Electronic Funds Transfer ("EFT) in accordance with 
current EFT procedures provided to TCAl by EPA Region 10, or by a certified or 
cashier's check. The amounts paid by TCAl shall be deposited in the Upper Columbia 
River Special Account within the EPA Hazardous Substances Superfund pursuant to 
Sections 104 and 122 of CERCLA, 42 U.S.C. 55 9604,9622. Payment shall be 
accompanied by a statement identifying the name and address of the entity(ies) making 
the payment, the Site name, the EPA Region Sitelspill ID#106X, and EPA docket 
number 10-2006-0219. Copies of the transmittal letter and payment information should 
be sent simultaneously to the EPA Project Coordinator and to: 

Superfund Accounts Receivable 
EPA Cincinnati Finance Center 
MS-NWD 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45268 

Interest shall accrue from the later of: the date payment of a specified amount is due; or 
the date of the expenditure. The interest rate is the rate of interest on investments for 
the Hazardous Substances Superfund in Section 107(a) of CERCLA, 42 U.S.C. 5 
9607(a). 

46. TCAl shall also reimburse any Future RllFS Costs incurred by EPA in 
excess of the pre-paid amounts, and costs incurred by EPA in connection with the 
Dispute Resolution and Technical Review processes. Any funds unexpended from an 
annual prepayment shall be applied only to such Future RllFS Costs for subsequent 
years, with any such funds unexpended at the completion of the Work under this 
Agreement to be returned to TCAI. Payment shall be made in accordance with the 
procedures set forth in Paragraph 45 within thirty (30) days of TCAl's receipt of a 
demand for reimbursement, unless TCAI invokes Dispute Resolution and pays the 
disputed amount into escrow within that period. 

47. Any disputes regarding payment of Future RllFS costs shall be governed 
by the Dispute Resolution provision of this Agreement. TCAl shall identify any contested 
costs and the basis of its objection. All undisputed costs shall be remitted by TCAl in 
accordance with the schedule set forth above. Disputed costs shall be maintained by 
TCAl in an escrow account while the dispute is pending. TCAl bears the burden of 



establishing an EPA accounting error or the inclusion of costs outside the scope of this 
Agreement. 

48. In addition to costs to be paid by TCAl described above, TCAl shall pre- 
pay to EPA, within fifteen (15) days of the Effective Date of this Agreement and annually 
thereafter, the sum of $500,000, which shall be available to fund costs incurred by either 
of the Tribes, andlor the State, for reviewing plans or reports and otherwise participating 
in the RllFS process ("Participation Costs"). This amount shall be allocated as agreed 
among the Tribes and the State, except that if the Tribes and State are unable to reach 
such agreements within ninety (90) days of the Effective Date, it shall be allocated one- 
third to each entity. In addition, TCAl shall pre-pay to DO1 within fifteen (15) days of the 
Effective Date of this Agreement and annually thereafter, the sum of $600,000, which 
shall be available only to fund costs incurred by DO1 for reviewing plans and reports and 
otherwise participating in the RllFS process, and not for any other purpose including but 
not limited to natural resource damage assessment. DO1 will provide payment 
instructions to TCAl within ten (10) days after the Effective Date. Such Participation 
Costs are in addition to and exclusive of any costs incurred by EPA to obtain technical 
assistance relating to EPA's oversight of the RllFS from one of the Tribes, the State, or 
DOI. Unexpended funds for any year shall be applied only to Participation Costs for 
subsequent years, with any such funds unexpended at the end of this Agreement to be 
returned to TCAI. EPA shall only distribute funds to the Tribes and the State under this 
Paragraph consistent with 40 C.F.R. part 35, subpart 0. After five (5) years this funding 
arrangement will be renegotiated. Nothing in this Paragraph is intended to preclude the 
Tribes, the State, and DO1 from further discussions with TCAl and TCM concerning 
adjusting these pre-payment amounts should these entities' annual Participation Costs 
exceed the pre-payment amounts provided by this Paragraph. 

XIV. FINANCIAL ASSURANCES 

49. Within ten (10) days of the Effective Date of the Settlement Agreement, 
TCAl shall place in escrow with a bank or other escrow agent located in the United 
States and acceptable to EPA, the sum of twenty million United States dollars 
($20,000,000). EPA can access all or any portion of the escrowed funds upon a 
determination by the ECL Director that TCAl has, without good cause, ceased 
implementation of any portion of the Work, is seriously or repeatedly deficient or late in 
its performance of the Work, or is implementing the Work in a manner which may cause 
an endangerment to human health or the environment, or otherwise is in material 
breach of its obligations under this Agreement. Before EPA can make such a 
determination, the underlying action or inaction giving rise to the ECL Director's 
determination of a material breach must have (1) underaone dispute resolution pursuant 
to paragraphs 31 or 32, as appropriate; or (2) been elig'&le for dispute resolution, but 
TCAl elected to forego such process. Upon the ECL Office Director's determination, 
EPA will send written instructions to the Escrow Agent to release those funds. The 
Escrow Agent shall release those funds only in accordance with EPA's instructions and 
only for the specific purpose of funding performance of the RllFS andlor Future RllFS 
Costs, as defined herein, and only at such times and in such amounts as EPA, in its 



sole discretion, may authorize. Any amounts received by EPA from the escrow account 
shall be deposited in the Upper Columbia River Special Account within the EPA 
Hazardous Substances Superfund pursuant to Sections 104 and 122 of CERCLA, 42 
U.S.C. §§9604, 9622. Upon EPA's approval of the completed Work under this 
Agreement, all amounts remaining in the escrow account, with accrued interest, if any, 
shall be returned to TCAI. 

50. If TCAl files for bankruptcy protection, is declared insolvent, or otherwise 
is unable to fulfill its obligations under the Settlement Agreement, TCM shall assume all 
of TCAl's outstanding rights and obligations under this Agreement. 

51. a. Within fourteen (14) days of the Start Date, TCAl shall secure, and 
shall maintain in force for the duration of this Agreement the below listed insurance. All 
policies where permitted by law will name the United States as an additional insured. 

I. Wrap-up Liability Insurance insuring Teck Cominco 
American Incorporated and their respective directors, officers, employees and agents 
(including the Engineer, the Contractor and its consultants, sub-consultants, contractors 
and sub-contractors either directly or indirectly employed under this Agreement against 
liability arising from personal injury (including death) and from claims for loss of or 
damage to property which may arise directly or indirectly out of the performance of the 
work. 

Such insurance shall be for an amount not less than $US 20 million unless this 
limit is not commercially available. 

This insurance includes: 

(A) contractual liability; 

(B) products and completed operations; 

(C) cross liability; 

(D) contingent employers liability; 

(E) coverage for claims arising from use of machinery 
and equipment attached to licensed vehicles; 

(F) non-owned automobile; 

(G) personal injury and property damage; 

(H) a statement that this insurance is primary to any other 
coverage maintained by the parties insured; 

(I) sudden and accidental pollution liability, which if 
commercially available, may be sub-limited. 



ii. Automobile liability insurance with limits of $US 2 million. 

iii. Workers' compensation insurance and Employers' Liability 
insurance as required by the applicable laws and regulations of the jurisdictions in which 
the work is being carried out, including voluntary payments. 

iv. Professional Errors and Omissions in the amount of $US 1 
million. 

b. For the duration of this Agreement, TCAl shall satisfy, or shall 
ensure that its contractors or subcontractors satisfy, all applicable laws and regulations 
regarding the provision of employer's liability insurance and workmen's compensation 
insurance for all persons performing work on behalf of TCAI, in furtherance of this 
Agreement. 

c. If TCAl demonstrates by evidence satisfactory to EPA that any 
contractor or subcontractor maintains insurance equivalent to that described above, or 
insurance covering the same risks but in a lesser amount, then with respect to that 
contractor or subcontractor TCAl need provide only that portion of the insurance 
described above which is not maintained by the contractor or subcontractor. 

d. Prior to commencement of any work under this Agreement, and 
annually thereafter on the anniversary of the Effective Date of this Agreement, TCAl 
shall provide to EPA a detailed letter outlining the insurance program in place for this 
Agreement. 

52. At least seven (7)days prior to commencing any Work under this 
Agreement, TCAl shall certify to EPA that the required insurance has been obtained. 

53. TCAI agrees to indemnify and hold the United States Government, its 
agencies, departments, agents, and employees harmless from any and all claims or 
causes of action to the extent arising from or on account of acts or omissions of TCAI, -
its employees, agents, servants, receivers, successors, assignees or contractors, in 
carrying out activities on behalf of TCAl under this Agreement. The United States . -
Government or any agency or authorized representative thereof shall not be deemed a 
party to any contract entered into by TCAl in carrying out activities under this 
Agreement. 

XV. RECORD PRESERVATION 

54. TCM and TCAl shall preserve all records and documents in their 
possession or control that relate to the Work for a minimum of ten (10) years after 
issuance of the Final ROD for the Site. TCM and TCAl shall acquire and retain copies 
of all such documents that relate to the Site and are in the possession of any of their 
employees, agents, accountants, contractors, or attorneys. After this ten (10) year 
period, TCM and TCAl shall notify EPA at least ninety (90) days before the documents 
are scheduled to be destroyed. If during the interim period, EPA requests copies of any 



such documents, TCM and TCAl shall, at no cost to EPA, give EPA the documents or 
copies of the documents, except those documents as to which TCM or TCAl asserts a 
valid claim of privilege. 

XVI. COVENANTS AND RESERVATIONS 

55. Except as specifically provided by the United States' Reservations of 
Rights in paragraph 56, the United States covenants not to sue or to take administrative 
action against TCM and TCAl pursuant to Sections 106 and 107(a) of CERCLA, 42 
U.S.C. §$j9606 and 9607(a), and Section 7003 of RCRA, 42 U.S.C. s6973, for (i) civil 
penalties or injunctive relief for non-compliance with the Unilateral Administrative Order 
issued by EPA to TCM on December 11,2003, or (ii) for performance of the RIIFS, or 
for the recovery of Future RllFS costs paid by TCAI. This covenant not to sue shall take 
effect upon the Effective Date of this Settlement Agreement, and is conditioned upon 
the satisfactory performance by TCAl and TCM of their obligations under this 
Agreement. This covenant not to sue extends to TCAI, TCM, Teck Cominco Alaska 
Incorporated and Teck Cominco Limited, and to the employees, officers, directors, and 
agents of each of them acting in their official capacities. 

56. The United States reserves, and this Agreement is without prejudice to, all 
rights against TCAl and TCM with respect to all matters not expressly included within 
the United States' Covenant Not to Sue in paragraph 55, above. Notwithstanding any 
other provision of this Agreement, the United States reserves all rights against TCAl 
and TCM with respect to: 

I .  criminal liability; 

ii. liability for damages for injury to, destruction of, or loss of 
natural resources, including the reasonable costs of any natural resource damages 
assessment; 

iii. liability for performance of response actions other than the 
RIIFS; 

iv. liability, including but not limited to liability under Section 107 
of CERCLA, for any costs incurred by the United States in connection with the Site not 
otherwise paid or reimbursement under this Agreement by TCAI; 

v. liability, based upon TCAl's or TCM's transportation, 
treatment, storage, or disposal, or the arrangement for the transportation, treatment, 
storage, or disposal, of a hazardous substance or a solid waste at or in connection with 
the Site, after execution of this Settlement Agreement by TCAl or TCM; and 

vi. liability arising from the past, present, or future disposal, 
release or threat of release of a hazardous substance, pollutant, or contaminant outside 
of the Site. 



2412, as amended, or at common law. $5 Justice Act, 28 U.S.C. 

57. Subject to Paragraph 58, below, TCAl and TCM covenant not to sue and 
agree not to assert any claims or causes of action against the United States or its 
contractors or employees with respect to response actions performed or response costs 
incurred in connection with the RllFS at the Site under this Agreement after the 
Effective Date of the Agreement, including but not limited to: 

I .  any direct or indirect claim for reimbursement from the EPA 
Hazardous Substance Superfund established by 26 U.S.C. § 9507, based on Sections 
106(b)(2), 107, 11 1, 112, or 113 of CERCLA, 42 U.S.C. §§ 9606(b)(2), 9607, 961 1, 
9612, or 9613, or any other provision of law; and, 

ii. any such claims arising under the United States Constitution, 
the Washington Constitution, the Tucker Act, 28 U.S.C. § 1491, the Equal Access to 

For purposes of this Paragraph 57, the term "United States or its contractors or 
employees" does not include DOI, the Tribes or the State of Washington. This 
paragraph does not release any non-party for activities outside of its status as a federal 
contractor or employee. 

58. Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, other than 
Paragraphs 57.(i) and 78, TCAl and TCM reserve, and this Agreement is without 
prejudice to, any claim for recovery of or contribution to response costs or natural 
resource damages with respect to the Site based on the alleged liability of any United 
States agency other than EPA, or any other entity, under Sections 107 or 113 of 
CERCLA, 42 U.S.C. § 9607 and § 9613. 

59. Except as expressly provided in this Agreement, each party reserves all 
rights and defenses it may have. Nothing in this Agreement shall affect EPA's removal 
authority or EPA's response or enforcement authorities including, but not limited to, the 
right to seek injunctive relief, stipulated penalties, statutory penalties, andlor punitive 
damages. 

60. Following satisfaction of the requirements of this Agreement, TCAl and 
TCM shall have resolved their liability to EPA for the Work pursuant to this Agreement. 
TCAl and TCM are not released from liability, if any, for any response actions taken or 
response costs incurred beyond the scope of this Agreement. 

XVII. DELAY IN OR FAILURE OF PERFORMANCE 

61. "Force Majeure," for purposes of the Settlement Agreement, shall mean 
any event arising from causes beyond the control of TCAl and TCM, of any contractors 
employed by TCAl or TCM to implement the Settlement Agreement, or of any entity 
controlled by TCAl or TCM, that delays or prevents the performance of any obligation 
under the Settlement Agreement despite TCAl's best efforts to fulfill the obligation. 
"Best efforts to fulfill the obligation" includes best efforts to anticipate and avoid any 
potential force majeure event and to minimize any resulting delay to the greatest extent 



possible. "Force Majeure" does not include financial inability or failure to attain required 
performance standards. 

62. If any event occurs or has occurred that may delay the performance of any 
obligation of TCAl under this Agreement, whether or not caused by a Force Majeure 
event, TCAl shall notify by telephone the EPA Project Coordinator or, in his or her 
absence, the Region 10 Office of Environmental Cleanup Director, within five (5) 
business days of when TCAl actually knew that the event is likely to cause a delay. 
Within fifteen (15) business days thereafter, TCAl shall provide, in writing, the reasons 
for the delay, the anticipated duration of the delay, all actions taken or to be taken to 
prevent or minimize the delay, a schedule for implementation of any measures to be 
taken to mitigate the effect of the delay, and a statement as to whether, in the opinion of 
TCAI, such event may cause or contribute to an endangerment to public health or the 
environment. TCAl shall exercise best efforts to avoid or minimize any delay and any 
effects of a delay. The parties recognize that failure to comply with the above written 
notice requirements shall entitle EPA to liquidated damages of $10,000 per day. 

63. If EPA agrees that the delay or anticipated delay is properly justified 
under the terms of this Section, the time for performance of the TCAl obligations under 
this Agreement that are affected by the delaying event shall be extended by written 
agreement of the Parties for a period of time not to exceed the actual duration of the 
delay caused by the delaying event. An extension of the time for performance of the 
obligation directly affected by the delaying event shall not extend the time for 
performance of any subsequent obligation, unless that subsequent obligation depends 
upon the performance of the original obligation. 

64. If EPA does not agree that the delay or anticipated delay is properly 
justified under the terms of this Section, or does not agree with TCAl on the length of 
the extension, the issue shall be subject to the Dispute Resolution procedures set forth 
herein. In any such proceeding, TCAl shall have the burden of demonstrating by a 
preponderance of the evidence that the delay or anticipated delay is properly justified, 
that the duration of the delay was or will be warranted under the circumstances, that 
TCAl did exercise or is exercising due diligence by using its best efforts to avoid and 
mitigate the effects of the delay, and that TCAl complied with the requirements of this 
Section. Should TCAl carry the burden set forth in this Paragraph, the delay at issue 
shall not be deemed to be a breach of this Agreement. 

65. A delay in performance of a specific task required under this Agreement 
shall not affect TCAl's obligations to fully perform all other obligations it has under this 
Agreement that are not directly dependant on the initial delayed task. After a delay the 
parties shall establish new deadlines for all affected tasks. 

66. TCAl shall be liable for liquidated damages for each failure to comply with 
the terms of this Agreement, unless such failure is attributable to a Force Majeure. 
Except where caused by Force Majeure, or unless it is determined in the course of 
Dispute Resolution or the Technical Review Process that there was no failure to 
comply, for each failure to comply with compliance milestones or to submit timely or 



adequate reports or other deliverables required by this Agreement, TCAl shall pay 
liauidated damaaes in the amount of two thousand dollars ($2.000) wer dav for the first 
th;rty (30) days, h e  thousand dollars ($5,000) per day for days thirty-one through sixty 
(31-60), and ten thousand dollars ($10,000) for each day thereafter until TCAl cures 
such failure. EPA may seek these contractual liquidated damages or statutory fines and 
aenalties (if available). but not both. "Comoliance" shall include comwletion of the 
activities inder the ~greement or any work plan or other plan appro;ed under the 
Agreement, in accordance with: all applicable requirements of law, the Agreement, the 
SOW, and any plans or other documents approved by EPA pursuant to the Agreement 
and within the specified time schedules established by and approved under the 
Agreement. 

67. Where a revised submission by TCAl is required, liquidated damages shall 
continue to accrue until a satisfactory deliverable is produced. EPA will provide written 
notice for breaches of this Agreement that are not based on timeliness; nevertheless, 
damages shall accrue from the day a breach commences. Payment shall be due within 
thirty (30) days of receipt of a demand letter from EPA. TCAl shall pay interest on the 
unpaid balance, which shall begin to accrue at the end of the 30-day period, at the rate 
established by the Department of Treasury pursuant to 30 U.S.C. Fj 3717. If the 
liquidated damages are not paid in full within ninety (90) days after they are due, TCAl 
shall further pay a handling charge of one percent (I%), to be assessed at the end of 
each thirty-one (31) day period, and a six percent (6%) per annum penalty charge. 

68. TCAl may dispute EPA's right to the stated amount of damages by 
invoking the Dispute Resolution procedures under Section X, above. Damages shall 
accrue, but need not be paid, during the dispute resolution period. If TCAl does not 
prevail upon resolution, all damages shall be due to EPA within thirty (30) days of 
resolution of the dispute. If TCAl prevails upon resolution, no damages shall be paid. 

69. Except for the election between liquidated damages and fines or penalties 
required by Paragraph 66, the liquidated damages provisions do not preclude EPA from 
pursuing any other remedies or sanctions which are available to EPA because of TCAl's 
failure to comply with this Agreement, including, but not limited to, conduct of all or part 
of the RllFS by EPA. Payment of liquidated damages does not alter TCAl's obligation 
to complete performance under this Agreement. 

XVIII. EFFECT OF AGREEMENT ON OTHER CLAIMSJCONTRIBUTION 
PROTECTION 

70. Upon the Effective Date of this Agreement, the EPA shall withdraw the 
UAO issued against TCM on or about December II ,  2003. 

71. Except as expressly provided in this Agreement, the Parties reserve all 
rights, claims, and defenses they may have. Specifically, TCAl and TCM enter into this 
Agreement with the United States voluntarily, and this voluntary undertaking of the 



obligations under this Agreement does not constitute and shall not be construed as an 
admission by TCAI, TCM, or any other person or entity of any fact or liability. 

72. The participation of TCAI and TCM in this Agreement and the Work is not 
admissible in evidence against TCAI or TCM in any judicial or administrative proceeding 
other than a proceeding by one of the Parties hereto to enforce this Agreement. 

73. Except as provided by Paragraphs 57 and 58, TCAI and TCM retain their 
rights to assert claims against other potentially responsible parties at the Site. 

74. Nothing in this Agreement is intended to be nor shall it be construed as a 
release, covenant not to sue, or compromise of any claim or cause of action, 
administrative or judicial, civil or criminal, past or future, at law or in equity, which the 
United States, TCAI or TCM may have against any person or other entity not a Party to 
this Agreement or which an entity other than a Party may have against TCAI, TCM or 
the United States. 

75. Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to create any rights in, or 
grant any cause of action to or establish a basis for jurisdiction in local, state or federal 
courts in the United States for, any person not a Party to this Agreement. The Parties 
reserve any and all rights (including, but not limited to, any right to contribution), 
defenses, claims, demands, and causes of action that they may have with respect to 
any matter, transaction, or occurrence relating in any way to the Site against any person 
not a Party hereto, and against any agency of the United States other than the EPA. 

76. The Parties agree that by compliance with this Agreement, TCAI and TCM 
are entitled to the full extent of the benefits provided by Section 113(f)(2) of CERCLA, 
42 U.S.C. §9613(f)(2), for all matters addressed in this Agreement. For the purposes of 
this Paragraph "matters addressed" are the performance of the Work and the payment 
of all costs paid or to be paid by TCAI under this Agreement. 

XIX. MISCELLANEOUS 

77. This Agreement is not, and shall not be construed to be, a permit issued 
pursuant to any federal or state statute or regulation. 

78. Nothing in this Agreement shall be deemed to constitute approval or 
preauthorization of a claim within the meaning of Section 11 1 of CERCLA, 42 U.S.C. § 
961 1, or 40 C.F.R. §300.700(d). 

79. No Party by entering into this Agreement, assumes any liability for any 
injuries or damages to persons or property resulting from acts or omissions by any other 
Party. 

80. Whenever, under the terms of this Agreement, notice is required to be 
given or a document is required to be sent by one Party to another, in addition to any 
specific provision contained herein, it shall be directed to the individuals at the 



addresses specified below, unless those individuals or their successors give notice of a 
change to the other Parties in writing. Written notice as specified herein shall constitute 
complete satisfaction of any written notice requirement of this Agreement with respect to 
the United States, EPA, TCAI, and TCM: 

As to the United States: 

Chief, Environmental Enforcement Section 
Environment and Natural Resources Division 
U.S. Department of Justice 
P. 0. Box 761 1 
Washington, D.C. 2004-761 1 
RE: DJ #90-11-2-07883 

As to EPA: 

Director, Environmental Cleanup Office 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 
Region 101200 Sixth Avenue, ECL-117 
Seattle, WA 98101 
Regional Counsel 
US. EPA Region 10, 
ORC-158 
1200 Sixth Avenue 
Seattle, WA 981 01 

Kevin Rochlin 
EPA Project Coordinator 
U. S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region 10 
1200 Sixth Avenue 
Seattle, WA 981 01 

As to TCAI: 

C. Bruce DiLuzio, Esq. 
Vice President, Law and Administration 
Teck Cominco American lncorporated 
P.O. Box 3087 
Spokane, WA 99220 

David W. Godiewski 
Vice President, Environment and Public Affairs 
Teck Cominco American lncorporated 
P.O. Box 3087 
Spokane, WA 99220 



As to TCM: 

G. Leonard Manuel, Esq. 
Vice President and General Counsel 
Teck Cominco Metals Ltd. 
600-200 Burrard Street 
Vancouver, B.C. V6C3L7 

81. This Agreement and its Exhibits A and B constitute the final, complete and 
exclusive Agreement and understanding among the Parties with respect to the 
settlement embodied in this Agreement. The Parties acknowledge that there are no 
representations, agreements, or understandings relating to the settlement other than 
those expressly contained in this Agreement. 

82. This Agreement may be amended by mutual agreement of EPA, TCAl and 
TCM. Amendments shall be in writing and shall be effective when signed by authorized 
representatives of EPA, TCAl and TCM. EPA Project Coordinators do not have the 
authority to sign amendments to the Agreement. 

83. No informal advice, guidance, suggestions, or comments by EPA 
regarding reports, plans, specifications, schedules, and any other writing submitted by 
TCAl will be construed as relieving TCAl of its obligation to obtain such formal approval 
as may be required by this Agreement. Any deliverables, plans, technical memoranda, 
reports (other than progress reports), specifications, schedules, and attachments 
required by this Agreement are, upon approval by EPA, incorporated into this 
Agreement. 

84. This Agreement shall terminate when TCAl demonstrates, in writing, and 
certifies to the satisfaction of EPA that all activities required under this Agreement, 
including any additional work, payment of Future RIIFS Costs, Participation Costs, and 
any liquidated damages owed under this Agreement, have been performed and EPA 
has approved the certification. This notice shall not, however, terminate the parties' 
obligations to comply with Sections XV and XVI of this Agreement. 

IT IS SO AGREED: 

FOR THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: 

Date: 6 - 2 - Oh 

US. Department of Justice 



Date: By: 
Ann R. Klee 
General Counsel 

Date: By: 

Regional Administrator, Region X 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 

FOR TCM: 

Date: BY 

senior Vice President 
Environment and Corporate Affairs 
Teck Cominco Metals Ltd 

FOR TCAI: 

a t :  d4 By: 
David W. Godlewski 
Vice President, Environment & Public Affairs 
Teck Cominco American Incorporated 



STATEMENT OF WO 
EraEBEAL INVESTIGATIONS AND 

The purpose ot this Remedial investigation/Feasibility Study (RVFS) is to investigate 
the nature and extent of contamination at the Upper Columbia River site (Site), provide 
information for the U.S. Ewironmental Protection Agency's Baseline Risk Assessrnelzt 
for human health and the environment and develop and evaluate potential remedial 
alternatives. The RI and FS are interactive and may be conducted concurrently so that 
the data collected in the RI influences the development of remedial alternatives in the 
FS, which in turn affects the data needs and the scope of ireatability studies, 

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) will coordinate closely with the state 
of Washington, the Confederated Tribes ~f the Colville Reservation (CCT), the 
Spokane Tribe and the US.  Department of the Interior (DOI) in the development of the 
details of work plans, sampling and analysis plans and other project documentation. 
EPA will work closely with the stateof Washington, the CCT, the Spokane Tribe and 
DO1 in the review of deliverables. 

The Company shall conduct the remaining tasks of the RI/FS except for the Baseline 
Human Health Risk Assessment and will produce a drafi Rl and FS report that are in 
accordance with this statement of work (SOW), the Guidance for Conducting Remedial 
Investigations and Feasibility Studies under the Comprehensive Environmental 
Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (U.S. EPA, Office of Emergency and 
Remedial Response, October 1988), Contaminated Sediment Remediation Guidance 
for Hazardous Waste Sites (US. EPA, 2005), Ecological Risk Assessment Guidance 
f ~ iSuperfund US.  EPA (1997), the Eco Risk Assessment and Risk Management 
Principles (1999), Guidelines for Ecological Risk Assessment US. EPA 1998) and any 
other guidance that EPA uses in conducting an RI/FS (a list of the primary guidance is 
attached), as well as any additional requirements in the Agreement. The Framework 
for Inorganic Metals Risk Assessment (US. EPA Risk Assessment Forum, November 
2004) will be considered in this RIIFS. However, this document is still under Peer 
Review, and so is not EPA guidance. The RI/FS Guidance describes the report format 
and the required report content. The Company shall furnish all necessary personnel, 
materials, and services needed, or incidental to, performing the RI/FS, except as 
otherwise specified in the Agreement. 

At the completion of the RIIFS, EPAwill be responsible for the selection of a Site 
remedy and will document this selection in a Record of Decision (ROB). The remedial 



action alteinative selected by EPA will meet the cieznup standards specified in Section 
I21 of ihe Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act 
(CERCLA). Thzi is, the selected remedial action will be protective of human health 
and t h s  environment, !q'i"::e in ~3;ipiianc-e :~&h,or incilide 2 i h ~ a i i i ~ rof,appjicab!g 0. 

- - : - .  ,--- --*-:i:-.-- -ib l~us!; i+piop;ia"i eeqiiiremeiits of other taws, wili be ccst-effecti\/e, will utilize 
permanent soliitioas and alternative treatment technologies or resourcl recovery 
technologies, to the maximum extent practicable, and wili address the statukory 
preference to: treatmeni as a principal element. The final RllFS report, as adopted by 
EPA, and EPA's Baseiine Risk Assessment will, with the administrative record, form 
the basis for the selection of the Site's remedy and will provide the information 
necessary io  support the development of the ROD. 

As specified in Section 104(a)(1) of CERCLA, as amended by the Superfund 
Amendments and Reagthorization Act of 1986 (SARA), EPA will provide oversight of 
the Company's activities throughoutthe RIIFS. The Company shall support EPA's 
initiation and conduct of activities related to the implementation of oversight activities. 

Unless otherwise directed by EPA, all documents shall be submitted in draft form to the 
EPA, DO1 and the state of Washington, the CCT, and the Spokane Tribe (the Three 
Sovereigns). The Company shall be notified at a later date about the number of copies 
required, and the locations to send the documents. EPA, DOI, and the Three 
Sovereigns after reviewing the submittals will provide comments to the Company. As 
determined by EPA, the Company will either provide comment responses to EPA, DOI, 
and the Three Sovereigns, prior to revising the documents, or will revise the document 
based on the comments provided. The documents will then be resubmitted. EPA may 
require that additional changes be made based on a review of the resubmitted 
documents. 

There are some aspects of the workthat will be conducted on DO1 managed, and tribal 
and state lands. Woik in ihese areas musi follow federal, state, and tribal legal and 
regulatory requirements pertaining to such work. 

The Company shall provide financial support to EPA for EPA to set up and manage a 
database for site informationldata. 

TASK 1 - SCOPING 

Scoping is the initial planning process of the RIIFS. The Company shall conduct, with 
EPA oversight and approval, the remaining tasks in the RliFS which has thus far been 
performed by EPA. EPA will provide the Company with copies of all relevant 
documents r~,late< to the invesiigation. These include Scoping Documents, Work 



Plans, Sampling Plans, Oata Results and Data Evaluations, Scoping is repeated as 
necessary, and refined throughout the RliFS process as determined by EPA. In 
addition to developing ihe Site-specific objectives of the RIIFS, EPA wiil determine a 

.,.gener~ jmznsgsmel;; apprc;& fo: Sit& bub:&~ni Wirn t b l  g 3 ! ? ~ ~ 2 [sanqemen; 
appi-os~h,the specific project scope wiEi be planned by the Company and EF'A 
Following EPA approvzl the Company shr;li docurnerd the specific project scope in a 
work plan. Because the work required to perform an RlIFS is not fully known at ths 
onset, and is phased in accordance with a site's ccomplexity and the amount of 
available information, it may be necessary to modify the work plans during the RIIFS io 
satisfy the objectives of the study. 

When scoping the specific aspects of a project, the Company must meet with EPA to 
discuss all project planning decisions and special concerns associated with the Site. 
The following activities shall b s  performed by the Company as a function of the project 
planning process. 

a. Site Background 

The Company shall gather and analyze the existing Site background information and 
the information colleded by EPA during the RIIFS, and shall conduct a Site visit to 
assist in planning the scope of the RIIFS. 

Problem Formulation 

The Company shall prepare a problem formulation which will update the goals of 
the remaining investigation and define the preliminary assessment endpoints, 
measurement endpoints, and conceptual site models, including fate and 
transport, for the various exposure pathways and receptors in the Site and 
outline the preliminary risk management-based action objectives. Risk 
management-based action objectives shall be developed. Risk management- 
based action objectives shall have the same meaning as remedial action 
objectives in the National Oil and Hazardous Substances Pollution Contingency 
Plan (NCP) and their development shall be consistent with the NCP. 

Collect and Analyze Existing Data and Document the Need For Additional Data 

Before planning RlIFS activities, all existing Site data shall be thoroughly 
compiled and reviewed by the Company. Specifically, this must include 
presently available data relating to the varieties and quantities of hazardous 
substances at the Site, and past disposal practices, and the information 
collected by EPA during the RIIFS. This must also include results from EPA's 
fish and sediment studies as well as any previous sampling events that may 



have been conducted. The existing information will be utilized in determining 
additional data needed to characterize the Site, better define potential zpplicable 
or relevant and appropriate requirements (ARARs), and develop a range of 
y f i - , Data Quaiit\/ CJbj&ives (DQQs) 
have been estzbiished by EPA for determining the acceptabilily o f  existing data. 
Subject to €PA approval, the Company n a y  propose modifications to these 
DQOs. Final decisions on ihe usability of the data and DQOs will be made by 
EPA. 

Provide Facility Related Information to tne €PA 

The Company agrees to cooperativeiy provide data on the Trail facility 
operations, including but not limited to multiple lines of production and recycling 
of hazardous materials, to fully identify contaminants of potential concern and 
for models (including the Conceptual Siie Model). 

Conduct Site Visit 

The Company shall conduct a Site visit during the project scoping phase to 
assist in developing a conceptual understanding of sources and areas of 
contamination as well as fate and transport and potential exposure pathways 
and receptors at the Site. During the Site visit the Company should observe the 
Site's physiography, hydrology, geology, and demographics, as well as natural 
resource, ecological, and cultural features. This information will be utilized to 
better scope the project and to determine the extent of additional data 
necessary to characterize the Site, better define potential ARARs, an3 narrow 
the range of preliminarily identified remedial alternatives. 

b. Project Planning 

Once the Company has collected and analyzed existing data and conducted a Site 
visit, the specific project scope will be planned. Project planning activities include 
those tasks described below, as well as identifying data needs, developing a work plan, 
designing a data collection program, and identifying health and safety protacols. The 
Company shall meet with EPA regarding the following activities and before the drafting 
of the scoping deliverables below. 

Because this study will be conducted using a tiered approach, there may be iterations 
of planning and implementation documents prepared before the final RlIFS is 
completed. 



Refine and Document Preliminary Risk Management-based Action Objectives 
and Remedial Alternatives 

Once existing Site information has been analyzed and an understanding of :he 
po ie~ t i a iSite ris s has been determined by EPA, the Company shall review 
and, if necessary, refine the risk management-based action objectives for each 
actually or potentially contaminated medium. The revised risk management- 
based action obiectives must be documented in a technical memorandum and 
subject to EPA approval. The Company shall then identify a preliminary range 
of broadly defined potential remedial action alternatives and associated 
technologies. The range of potential preliminary alternatives must encompass, 
where appropriate, alternatives in which treatment significantly reduces the 
toxicitv. mobilitv, or volume of the waste: alternatives that involve containment 
with li%e or notkeatment; and a no-actio'n alternative. Potential sediment 
remedies are found in the Contaminated Sediment Remediation Guidance for 
Hazardous Waste Sites (US. EPA, 2005). 

Tiered Screening Level Risk Assessments 

Consistent with the Ecological Risk Assessment Guidance for Superfund, a 
screening level risk assessment will be conducted on existing data. The 
contaminants of concern will then be refined through a reevaluation of 
assumptions inherent in the screening level risk assessment. EPA may require 
that the Company conduct additional screening level risk assessments (SLRAs) 
iteratively to data collected as part of subsequent investigational tiers. 

Document the Need For Treatability Studies 

If remedial actions involving treatment have been identified by the Company or 
EPA, treatability studies may be required. 

Begin Preliminary Identification of Potential ARARs 

The Company shall conduct a preliminary identification of potential state and 
iauara~HZHZS (cnemlcai-specit~c, locarton-speclflc, and action specific) to assist 
in the refinement of risk management-based action objectives and the initial 
identification of remedial alternatives and ARARs associated with articular 
actions. ARAR identification must continue as Site conditions, coitaminants, 
and remedial acticn alternatives are better defined. 



c. Scoping Deliverables 

At the concl~lsion of tne project planning phase, the Company shall submit an RiIFS 
1, ,*f,,- --,--,-I:,-". - , - -
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resource pian. ! ne R!/FS work plan, sampling and anaiysis pian, and cultural resource 
plan must he reviewed and approved by EPA prior to the initiation of fieid activities. 

Because this stildy will be conducted using a tiered approach, there may be iterations 
of planning and implementation documents prepared before the final RllFS is 
completed. 

RiiFS 'Work Plan 

A work plan documenting the decisions and evaluations completed during the 
scoping process must be submitted to EPA for review and approval. The work 
plan must be developed in conjunction with the sampling and analysis plan and 
the Site health and safety plan, although each plan may be delivered under 
separate cover. The work plan must include a comprehensive description of the 
work to be performed, including the methodologies to be utilized, as well as a 
corresponding schedule for completion. In addition, the work plan must include 
the rationale for performing the required activities. Specifically, the work plan 
must present a statement of the problem(s) and potential problem(s) posed by 
the Site and the objectives ofthe RIIFS. Furthermore, the plan must include a 
Site background summary seriing forth the Site description including the 
geographic location of the Site, and to the extent possible, a description of the 
Site's physiography, hydrology, geology, demographics, ecological, cultural, and 
natural resource features: a synopsis of the Site history and a description of 
previous responses that have been conducted at the Site by local, state, federal, 
or private parties: a summaryof the existing data in terms of physical and 
chemical characteristics of the contaminants identified, and their distribution 
among the environmental media at the Site. In addition, the plan must include a 
description of the Site management strategy; a preliminary identification of 
remedial alternatives and data needs for evaluation of remedial alternatives. It 
must include a process for and manner of identifying federal and state ARARs 
(chemical-specific, location-specific, and action-specific). 

For activities conducted on tribal or Department of Interior (DOI) lands, the plan 
shall provide for obtaining the necessary tribal permits and approvals, and for 
meeting access requirements. 

Finally, the major part of the work plan is a detailed description of the tasks to be 
periormed, information needed for each task and for the Baseline Risk 



Assessment, information io be produced during and at the conclusion of each 
task, and a description of the work products that will be submitted to or 
generated by EPA. This includes the deliverables set foifh in the remainder of 
I t- :lrras d & e m e ~ ic;f ir,iork; a scheduie :sir each ofthe y u i r e d  a~:!vi t ic~&.i)ch is 
consistent with the RIIFS gvidancs; and a projeci management plan, including a 
data management plan (e.g., requirements for project management systems 
and software, minimum data requirements, data format and backup data 
management), monthly reports to EPA and meetings and presentations to €PA 
at the conclusion of each major phase of the RIIFS. The Company shall refer to 
Appendix B of the RIIFS Guidance for a comprehensive description of the 
contents of the required work plan. Because of the unknown nature of the Site 
and iteraiive nature of the RIIFS, additional data requirements and analyses 
may be identified throughoutthe process. The Company shall submit technical 
memoranda documenting the need for additional data, and identifying the DQOs 
whenever such requirements are identified. In any event, the Company must 
fulfill additional data and analysis needs identified by €PA consistent with the 
general scope and objectives of this RI/FS. 

The plan should include provisions for meeting with €PA and other stakeholders 
on a regular basis. During these meetings, the Company will review RllFS 
progress and discuss plans for future activities. 

Sampling and Analysis Plan 

The Company shall prepare a sampling and analysis plan (SAP) to ensure that 
sample collection and analytical activities are conducted in accordance with 
technically acceptable protocols and that the data meet DQOs. The SAP 
provides a mechanism for planning field activities and consists of a field 
sampling plan (FSP) and a quality assurance project plan (QAPP). 

The FSP must define in detail the sampling and data-gathering methods that will 
be used on the project. It must include sampling objectives, sample location 
and frequency, sampling equipment and procedures, and sample handling and 
analysis. The QAPP must describe the project objectives and organization, 
functional activities, and quality assurance and quality control (QA/QC) protocols 
that will be used to achieve the desired DQOs. The DQOs must, at a minimum, 
reflect use of analytic methods to identify contamination and remediate 
contamination consistent with the levels for risk management-based action 
objectives identified in the proposed National Oil and Hazardous Substances 
Pollution Contingency Plan (NCP), pages 51425-26 and 51433 (December 21, 
1988). In addition, the QAPP must address sampling procedures, sample 
custody, analytical procedures, and data reduction, validation, reporting, and 



personnel qualifications. Field personnel should be available for EPA QNQC 
training and orientation where applicable. The Company shall demonstrate, in 
advance and to EPA's satisfaction, that each laboratory it may use is qualified to 
conduct the proposed work. This includes use of methods and analytical 
protoco!~f ~ rthe chemicals of concern in the media of interest within detection 
and quantification limits consisient wit both QAJQC proce 
approved in the QAPP for the Site by EPA. The laboratory must have and 
follow an approved QA program. if a laboratory not in the Contract Laboratory 
Program (CLP) is selected, methods consistent with CLP methods that would be 
used at this Site for the purposes proposed and QNQC procedures approved by 
EPA must be used. If the laboratory is not in the CLP program, a laboratory QA 
program must be submitted for EPA review and approval. EPA may require that 
the Company submit detailed information to demonstrate that the laboratory is 
qualified to conduct the work, including information on personnel qualifications, 
equipment, and material specifications. The Company must provide assurances 
that EPA has access to laboratory personnel, equipment, and records for 
sample, collection, transportation, and analysis. 

Site Health and Safety Plan 

A health and safety plan must be prepared in conformance with the Company's 
health and safety program, and in compliance with Occupational Safety and 
Health Administration regulations and protocols and Washington State law. The 
health and safety plan must include the eleven (1 1) elements described in the 
RIIFS Guidance, such as a health and safety risk analysis, a description of 
monitoring and personal protective equipment, medical monitoring, and site 
control. It should be noted that EPA does not "approve" the Company's health 
and safety plan, but rather EPA reviews it to ensure that all necessary elements 
are included, and that the plan provides for the protection of human health and 
the environment. 

Cultural Resources Coordination Plan 

Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) requires EPA to 
taKe into account me errecrs or 11s UnaenaKlngs on hlsrorlc propenles. Ihls 
includes archaeological sites, historic sites and traditional cultural properties that 
are eligible to the National Register of Historic Places. (36 Code of Federal 
Regulations 800.) 

The NHPA also requires EPA to consult with other parties that have an interest 
in the effects of the planned undertaking and provide them a reasonable 
opportunity to comment on such undertakings. These parties include the State 



Historic Preservation Officer and the concerned Tribal Historic ?resewation 
Officers. 

For all RliFS activities at the Site involving sediment collection or ground 
penetrationidislurbance, rke Company shall work with the potentially affected 
parties to assess tine effects o i  the planned work and seek ways io avoid, 
minimize or mitigate any adverse effects on historic properties. 

The Cultural Resources Coordination Plan shall provide detailed consultation 
procedures, a detailed description of the sampling program and the methods to 
be employed tosecure sedimenffsoil samples, information on the nature of the 
physical impacts that could be anticipated by sedimenffsoil sampling operations, 
resource protection measures, and pertinent background information. The Plan 
shall also identify the state, tribal, and federal parties involved in cultural 
resources coordination and consultation. Those parties shall be given the 
opportunity to review and comment on the Plan. 

Once EPA's comments and the potentially affected parties' comments have 
been addressed by the Company to EPA's satisfaction, the finalized plan shall 
be provided to EPA with copies of all correspondence received by the Company 
during their consultation efforts with the consulted parties. 

Sediment sampling cannot be performed at the Upper Columbia River Site 
without (1) clearance of proposed sediment sample locations by tribal and 
federalistate cultural resources coordinators and (2) a Cultural Resources 
Coordination Plan approved by EPA. The affected parties may require the 
Company to allow Cultural Resource observers to accompany sampling teams. 

TASK 2 - COMMUNITY RELATIONS 

The development and implementation of community relations activities are the 
responsibility of EPA. The critical community relations planning steps performed by 
EPA include conducting community interviews and developing a community relations 
plan, and communications with local, state, and tribal government representatives. In 
addition, EPA will be responsible for conducting public meetings and workshops. The 
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implementation of the community relations plan is the responsibility of EPA. EPA and 
the tribal governments will be responsible for community relations targeted to tribal 
members. EPA may request that the Company assist by providing information 

,. -s -.C 4L,.-ep"difig the Site's hist=r,i, psb<ici~etiggin ~cbiic:meei inp. ; nc sAL- -i :t U I  LI r c i  
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The Company's comm6irrit)i reia'iions rssponsibiiiiies, if m y ,  are specified in 'ihe 
community relations plan. All community relations activities conducted by  the 
Company will be subject :o approval and oversight by EPA. 

TASK 3 - SITE CHAWCiERlZATIOFd 

As part of the RI, the Company shall perform the activiiies described in this task, 
including the preparation of a site characterization summary and a RI report. The 
overall objective of site characterization is to describe arezs of a site that may pose a 
threat to human health or the environment, and understand the fate and transport of 
contaminants that threaten human health or the environment. This is accomplished by 
first determining a site's physiography, geology, and hydrology. Surface and 
subsurface pathways of migration must be defined. The Company shall identify the 
sources of contamination and define the nature, extent, and volume of the sources of 
contamination, including their physical and chemical constituents as well as their 
concentrations at incremental locations to background in the affected media. The 
C o m ~ a n vshall also investiaate the extent of miaration of this contamination as well as 
its volume and any changes in its physical or chemical characteristics, to provide for a 
comprehensive understanding of the nature and extent of contamination at the Site. 
Using this information, contaminant fate and transport Is then determined and 
projected. 

During this phase of the RIIFS, the work plan, SAP, cultural resource coordination plan, 
and health and szfety plan are inplemenied. Field data aie collecied and analyzed to 
provide the information required to accomplish the objectives of the study. The 
Company shall notify EPA at least six weeks in advance of the field work regarding the 
planned dates for field activities, including ecological field surveys, field layout of any 
required sampling locations, sediment sampling, fish and wildlife collection, excavation, 
installation of wells, initiating sampling, installation, and calibration of equipment, pump 
tests, and initiation of analysis and other field investigation activities. The Company 
shall demonstrate that the laboratory and type of laboratory analyses that will be 
utilized during site characterization meets the specific QNQC requirements and the 
DQOs of the site investigation as specified in the SAP. In view of the unknown site 
conditions, activities are often iterative, and to satisfy the objectives of the RllFS it may 
be necessary for the Company to supplement the work specified in the initial work plail. 



In addition to rhe deliveiables below, the Company shall provide a monthly progrsss 
report and participate in meetings at major points in the RIIFS. 

F=: "ield g&$i& cond!&;i en cr iands, &sertieis ihe r,sse&ii,e 
landowners c; managers may accompany the field crews. Due io the comple~tyof 
this Site, the investigation shall be performed using a tiered approach. The iirsi sei of 
investigations has already been conducted by EFA. Each field event will be used i o  
determine irdha;lwheiher additional iniormation is needed. 

A list of potential studies to be performed during the next phases of the investigatior? is 
provided in Appendix A. A3 the RliFS progresses, €PA may determine that not all of 
the studies which the Company will be required to perform have been identified in the 
Appendix. Additional studies may be identified during the RIlFS process that the 
Company will be required to periorm. Conversely, €PA may determine that not every 
study currently identified in the Appendix will be required. 

a. Field Investigation 

The field investigation includes the gathering of data to define Site physical and 
biological characteristics, sources of contamination, and the nature and extent of 
contamination at the Site. These activities must be performed by the Company in 
accordance with the work plan, cultural resource coordination plan, and SAP. At a 
minimum, this shall address the following: 

Implement and Document Field Support Activities 

The Company shall initiate field support activities following approval of the work 
plan and SAP. Field support activities may include obtaining access to the Site, 
scheduling, and procuring equipment, office space, laboratory services, and/or 
cantractors. The Company shall notify EPA at least six weeks prior to initiating 
field support activities so that EPA may adequately schedule oversight tasks. 
The Company shall also notify €PA, in writing, upon completion of field support 
activities. 

Investigate and Define Site Physical and Biological Characteristics 

The Company shall collect additional data on the physical and biological 
characteristics of the Site and its surrounding areas, including the physiography, 
geology, and hydrology, and specific physical characteristics identified in the 
work plan. This information shall be ascertained through a combination of 
physical measurements, observations, and sampling efforts, and will be utilized 
to define potential transport pathways and human and ecological receptor 



populations. In defining the Site's physical characteristics the Company shall 
aiso obtain sufficient engineering data (such as river/reservoir characteristics) 
for the projection of contaminant faie and t i~ i i spod,  and developmeni and 

r c q d i ~ i*". ,. . . tg sssfiss- 1  d sscreening n" ..-,. -..c-v r r f iny &err;arrves, ;i;ciddinEg iiifoi-~?iaijon 
ireaimmi technologies. 

Define Sources of Contamination 

The Company shall locate and define sources of contamination. The aerial 
extent and depth of contamination shail be determined. Th? physical 
characteristics and chemical constituenis and their concentrations shall be 
determined for all known and discovered areas and sources of contamination. 
The Company shall conduct sufficient sampling to define the boundaries of the 
contaminant sources to the ievel established in the QNQC plan and DQOs. 

Defining contamination shall include analyzing the potential for contaminant 
release (e.g., long term leaching), contaminant mobility and persistence, and 
characteristics important for evaluating remedial actions, including information to 
assess treatment technologies. 

Describe the Nature and Extent of Contamination 

The Company shall gather information to describe the nature and extent of 
contamination as a final step during the field investigation. To describe the 
nature and extent of contamination, the Company shall utilize the information 
and Site physical and biological characteristics and sources of contamination to 
give a preliminary estimate of the contaminants that may have migrated. The 
Company shall then implement any study program identified in the work plan or 
SAP such that by using analytical techniques sufficient to detect and quantify 
the concentration of contaminants, the migration of contaminants through the 
various media at the Site can be determined. In addition, the Company shall 
gather data for calculations of contaminant fate and transport. This process 
must be continued until the area and depth of contamination are known to the 
level of contamination established in the QNQC plan and DQOs. The Company 
will use the information on the nature and extent of contamination, the 
Ecological Risk Assessment, and EPA's Baseline Human Health Risk 
Assessment to determine the level of risk presented by the Site and determine 
aspects of the appropriate remedial action alternatives to be evaluated. 



b. Data Andyses 

Evaluate Site Charasfeiistics 

-.
i ihe Company shall analyze and evaluate GIs data to describe: ( a  ) Site physical 
and biclcgical characteiislics; (2) contaminant source characteristics; (3) nature 
and extent of contamination; and (4) contaminant fate and transport. R e s ~ l i sof 
the Site physical characteristics, source characteristics, and ex?eret of 
contamination analyses are litilimed in the analysis of contaminant fate and 
transport. The evaluation must include the actual and potential magnitude of 
releases from the sources, and horizontal and vertical spread of contamination 
as well as mobility and persistence of contaminants. Where modeling is 
appropriate, such models shall be proposed to EPA in a technical memorandum 
prior to their approval and use. All data and programming, including any 
proprietaiy programs, shall be made available to EPA. The RI data also shall be 
presented in a format (i.e., computer disc or equivalent) to facilitate EPA's 
preparation of the Baseline Risk Assessment, The Company shall agree to 
discuss and then collect data to fill any data gaps identified by EPA that is 
needed to complete the Baseline Risk Assessment. (See "Guidance for Data 
Usability in Risk Assessment- Office of Solid Waste and Emergency Response 
Directive # 9285.7-05 - October 1990.) Also, this evaluation shall provide any 
information relevant to Site characteristics necessary for evaluation of the need 
for remedial action in the Baseline Risk Assessment and for the development 
and evaluation c f  remedial alternatives. Analyses of data collected for Site 
characterization must meet the DQOs developed in the QNQC plan stated in 
the SAP (or revised during the RI). 

c. Data Management Procedures 

The Company shall consistently document the quality and validity of field and 
laboratory data compiled during the 81. 

Document Field Activities 

Information gathered during Site characterization shall be consistently 
documented and adequately recorded by the Company in well-maintained field 
lcgs and laboratory reports. The method(s) of documentation must be specified 
in the work plan and/or the SAP. Field logs must be utilized to document 
observations, measurements, and significant events that have occurred during 
field activities. Laboratory reports must document sample custody, analytical 
responsibility, analytical results, adherence to prescribed protocols, 
nonconformbtj/ events, corrective measures, and/or data deficiencies. 



Maintain sample management and tracking 

The Company shall maintain field reports, sample shipmeni records, anatytliical 
resu/is, znd Q,LJQC: - q j ~ &  to ensure that on!y v ~ ~ i a ~ t s ~  d& 3-e~." . . sn3lGir'E 
reported and utilized in the development a d  evaiualicn of remedial aiiernziives 
Ana1)riical resillts developed under the work plan shail not be included in any 
Site characterization reports unless accompanied by or cross-referenced to a 
corresponding QNQC report. In addition, the Company shall establish a data 
security system to safeguard chain-of-custody forms and other project records 
to prevent loss, damage, or alteration of project documentation. 

d. Site Characterization Deliverabies 

Because this study is being conducted in a tiered iterative manner, there may be 
additional phases of Site characterization reports and associated risk assessments 
prepared before the final RI. 

Following the RI investigative work, the Company shall prepare a preliminary Site 
characterization summary and once the EPA's Baseline Human Health Risk 
Assessment, and the Ecological Risk Assessment (Task 4) is complete, the remedial 
investigation report. 

Preliminary Site Characterization Summary 

After completing field sampling and analysis, the Company shall prepare a 
concise Site characterization summary. This summary must review the 
investigative activities that have taken place, and describe and display Site data 
documenting the location and characteristics of surface and subsurface features 
and contamination at the Site, including the affected medium, location, types, 
physical state, concentration of contaminants and quantity. In addition, the 
location, dimensions, physical condition and varying concentrations of each 
contaminant throughout each source, and the extent of contaminant migration 
through each of the affected media shall be documented. The Site 
characterization summary must provide EPA with a preliminary reference for 
developing the Baseline ~ isk~ssessment ,  andand evaluating the~deve~o~ment 
screening of remedial alternatives, and the refinement and identification of 
ARARs. 

Remedial Investigation (RI) Report 

The Company shall prepare and s9bmit a draft RI report lo  EPA for review and 
approval aRer EPA's compleiion of the Baseline Human Health Risk 
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Assessment and the completion of the Ecological Risk Assessment (see Tzsk 
4). This report shall summarize results of field activities to characterize the Site, 
sources of contamination, nature and extent of contamination, and the fate and 
;ranspcfi rjf sor;ts,qi-snts, The co~npsny%hailrefer to the ;?!/FS @gidsncefo; 
;in siiliine of ihe repofi fonna'iand contents. Fol!owing comment Dy EPA, the 
Campany shall prepare a final Ri report which satisiactoriiy addresses EPA's 
commenis. 

TASK 4 - RISK ASSESSIViEI\IT 

A Baseline Human iiealth Eisk Assessment shall be completed by €PA during the 
RiiFS process. The Company shall complete an Ecological Risk Assessment during 
the RIIFS process. Information and environmental data collected and validated as 
representative of site conditions will be used by €PA to quantitatively describe the 
potential excess human health risk and by the Company to quantitatively describe the 
ecological risk posed by the site in the absence of remediation. This Risk Assessment 
process is used to characterize the risk posed to human health or the environment by 
environmental conditions at the Site. Prior to performing the Ecological risk 
assessment, the Company must submit an Ecological risk assessment work plan that 
provides, at a minimum: a site-specific conceptual exposure model which either 
graphically illustrates or states the impacted media and all the primary and secondary 
exposure pathways; and lists all contaminants of concern; standard exposure 
parameters and methodoiogies for determining Ecological risk. The Ecological Risk 
Assessment shall be conducted in compliance with the NCP and shall be performed in 
accordance with EPA guidance. The work plan must be approved by EPA prior to 
commencing the Ecological Risk Assessment 

The baseline Human Health Risk Assessment shall be completed by EPA in 
cooperation with and participation by the Company. EPA will coordinate closely with 
state of Washington, the CCT and the Spokane Tribe and DO1 in the development and 
implementation of the Baseline Human Health Risk Assessment. 

The Company will carry out or fund survey studies of consumption, recreational use 
and resource use for both present and future use scenarios at the Site as per work 
plans for use in the baseline Human Health Risk Assessment. EPA will determine 
whether the Company will conduct the recreational survey, or whether the survey will 
be funded by the Company, but conducted by a third party or €PA. 

To the extent that surveys involve interviews of Tribal members regarding resource 
consumption or use, or the collection of information of cultural significance to the 



Tribes, the surveys will be funded by the Company, and developed by EPA with the 
involvement of the Company and the Tribes. 

-
b-r sisc;'ies,s ~ r ; . c j s ,ar,,2 s;ixp[ii-q pe@&ing i:!t:ibakusic;ms rr;d pradices, : h ~-
i ribes an6 E P k  wiii first coordinate with the Conpany regarding possible approaches 
and meihods. After siiclh discussions wiin the Company, the Tribes, in consuliation 
with EPA, will develop work plans, FSPs, 2nd QAPPs. EPA and the Tribes will provide 
such documents io  the Company and the State for comment, with information of a 
culturally sensi t iv~ nature redacted as appropriate. The Tribes will implement those 
studies involving tribal behavior, customs, and practices (an illustrative type of study is 
fish consumption and tribal uses of native plants) and may implement other studies and 
fieid sampling efforis on reservation as agreed by the Parties. 

It is recognized that, due to the nature of the effort, actual conduct of the 
interviewlsuwey process will be conducted by the Tribes. A process will b e  developed 
that will allow review of raw data, study findings, and analyses by an independent third 
party, selected by EPA, without compromising confidential data. EPA shall maintain 
the materials, with the exception of raw data, related to the development o f  such 
surveys and survey instruments. The Tribes shall maintain the documents concerning 
the administration of such surveys including all raw data collected in such surveys. 
The analytical results of such surveys shall be maintained by EPA, subject to 
appropriate confidentiality protections, and be available to the Company. 

To the extent that €PA or ihe Company are conducting studies involving access to a 
reservation, they shall coordinate with the appropriate tribal government and obtain the 
appropriate permits and approvals. The Parties understand that submerged areas 
underlying portions of the Upper Columbia River and Lake Roosevelt lie on the 
reservations of the Confederated Tribes of the Colville Reservation and the Spokane 
Tribe of Indians and DO1 lands and that such areas contain culturally significant sites. 
For surveys on DO1 lands, DO1 and EPA will coordinate with the Company regarding 
possible approaches and methods. 

a. Draft and Final Ecological Risk Assessment Work Plan 

The Company will prepare a draft and final Ecological Risk Assessment Work Plan that 
is consistent with the methods and procedures outlined in the Agency's ecological risk 
assessment ouidance documents for CERCLA. The Work Plan will outline the u 


approach and methods for use in all screening and risk assessments for ecological 
receptors. The Ecological Risk Assessment Work Plan will, at a minimum, identify the 
following: 



Ecoiogical Risk Assessment (ERA) 

Problem Foi-muiation 

i. Site Physicai Description and Sel-lirt~ 
ii. Chemicals of Concern 
iii. Data Types and Uses in ERA 
iv. Ecological Recsptors 
v. General Assessment Endpoints and Measures 
vi. Conceptual Site Model(s) 
vii. Management Goals 
viii. Analysis Plan (including proposed screening-level procedures) 

Ecological Risk Assessment Methods 

ix. Exposure Assessment (parameter values for species receptors) 
x. Effects Characterization (toxicity reference values) 
xi. Risk Characterization (uncertainty, site-specific and other lines 

of evidence to be used to supportkefute risk.) 

b. Draft and Final Human Health Risk Assessment Work Plan 

The EPA will prepare a draft and final Human Health Risk Assessment Work Plan that 
is consistent with the methods and procedures outlined in the Agency's risk 
assessment guidance documents for CERCLA. 

TASK 5 - TREATABILITY STUDIES 

The scheduling and scope of this task will be determined as the RI progresses by the 
results of the RI. Treatability testing shall be performed by the Company to assist in 
the detailed analysis of alternatives. In addition, if applicable, testing results and 
operating conditions shall be used in the detailed design of the selected remedial 
technology. The following activities shall be performed by the Company. 

a. Determination of Candidate Technologies and of the Need for Testing 

The Company shall identify in a technical memorandum, subject to EPA ieview and 
approval, candidate technologies fora treatability studies program during project 
planning (Task I ) .  The listing of candidate technoiogies musi cover the range of 



technologies required for alternatives analysis (Task 6a and 7a.) The specific data 
requirements for the testing program may be determined after the completion of the 
risk evaluation phases (Tasks 1, 3 and 4). 

The Company shall conducta literature survey to gather information of 
performance, relative costs, applicability, removal efficiencies, operation and 
maintenance (O&Ni) requirements, and implementability of candidate 
technologies. if uncertainty remains after completion of the RIIFS process and 
identification of risk-based remedial options, additional studies may be required. 
Where it is determined by EPH that treatability testing is required, and unless 
the Company can demonstrate to EPA's satisfaction that they are not needed, 
the Company shall submit a statement of work to EPA outlining the steps and 
data necessary io  evaluate and initiate the treatability testing program. 

Evaluation of Treatability Studies 

Once a decision has been made to perform treatability studies, EPA, wiih input 
from the Company, will decide on the type of treatability testing to use (e.g., 
bench versus pilot). Because of the time required to design, fabricate, and 
install pilot scale equipment as well as perform testing for various operating 
conditions, the decision to perform pilot testing should be made as early in the 
process as possible to minimize potential delays of the FS. To assure that a 
treatability testing program is completed on time, and with accurate results, the 
Company must either submit a separate treatability testing work plan or an 
amendment to the original Site work plan for EPA review and approval. 

b. Treatability Testing and Deliverables 

The deliverables that are required, in addition to the memorandum identifying 
candidate technologies, where treatability testing is conducted, include a work plan, a 
sampling and analysis plan, and a final treatability evaluation report. EPA may also 
require a treatability study health and safety plan and a cultural resources coordination 
plan, where appropriate. 

Treatability Testing Work Plan 

The Company shall prepare a treatability testing work plan or amendment to the 
original Site work plan for EPA review and approval describing the Site 
background, remedial technology(ies) to be tested, test objectives, experimental 
procedures, treatability condiiions to be tested, measurements of performance, 



analytical methods, data management and analysis, health and safety, and 
residual wasie management. The DQOs for ireatability testing should be 
documented as well. if pilot scale treatability testing is io be pe~formed, the pilot 
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operation an6 maintenance procedures, operaiii?g condiiions io be tested, a 
sampling plan to determine piid plant peiforii-iance, and a detailed neaith and 
safety plan. If tesiing is to be performed off-site, permitting requirements must 
be addiesseci. 

Treatability Study Sampling and Analysis Plan 

if the original QAPP or FSP is not adequate for defining the activities to be 
performed during the treatability tests, a separate treatabiiity study SAP or 
amendment to the original Site SAP must be prepared by the Company for EPA 
review and approval. Task l c  of :his statement of work provides additional 
information on the requirements of the SAP. 

Treatability Study Health and Safety Plan 

If the original health and safety plan is not adequate for defining the activities to 
be performed during the treatment tests, a separate or amended health and 
safety plan must be developed by the Company. Task I c .  of this statement of 
work provides additional information on the requirements of the health and 
safety plan. EPA does noi "approve" the treatzbiliiy siudy health and szfety 
plan. 

Treatability Cultural Resources Coordination Plan 

If the activities to be performed during the treatability tests involve the collection 
of sedimenvsoil samples andlor any ground penetrationldisturbance at the 
Upper Columbia River Site, the Company will consult with the affected state, 
tribal and federal cultural resources coordinators to assess the effects of the 
planned work and seek ways to avoid, minimize or mitigate any adverse effects 
on hisbric properties. If EPAdetermines that a treatability cultural resources 
coordination plan is necessary, the Company will prepare the plan under EPA 
oversight and in coordination with the affected state, tribal and federal entities 
(see Section Ic.) 

Treatability Study Evaluation Report 

Following completion of treatabiiity testing, the Company shall analyze and 
i-4-,ircrp:et the testing results in a technical report io  EPA. Depending on the 



sequence of activities, this report may be a part of the RIIFS report or a 
separate deliverable. The report must evaluate each technology's efieciiveness, 
irnplementabiliiy, cost, and actual results as compared with predicted results. 
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a sensitivity anaiysis idsntifying the key psrameters affecting Mi-scale 
operation. 

TASK 5 - DEVELOPMENT AND SCREENlNG OF REMEDIAL ALTERNATIVES 

The development and screening of remedial alternatives is performed to develoa an 
approgriate range of waste management options that will be evaluated. This range of 
alternatives should include, as appropriate, options in which treatment is used to 
reduce the toxicity, mobility, or volume of wastes, but varying in the types of treatment, 
the amount treated, and the manner in which long-term residuais or unireated wastes 
are managed; options involving containment with little or no treatment; options 
involving both treatment and containment; and a no-action alternative. The following 
activities shall be performed by the Company as a function of the development and 
screening of remedial alternatives. 

a. Development and Screening of Remedial Alternatives 

The Company shall begin to develop and evaluate a range of appropriate waste 
management cptions that, at a minimum, ensure protection of human health and the 
environment, at an appropriate time in the RlIFS process. 

Refine and Document Risk Management-based Action Objectives 

Based on the Baseline Risk Assessments, the Company shall review and, if 
necessary, modify the Site-specific risk management-based action objectives, 
specifically the initial screening-level benchmarks to be established by EPA 
during negotiations between EPA and the Company. Initial screening-level 
benchmarks shall be developed. Initial screening-level benchmarks shall have 
the same meaning as preliminary remediation goals (PRGs) in the NCP and 
their development shall be consistent with the NCP. The revised initial 
screening-level benchmarks must be documented in a technical memorandum 
that will be reviewed and approved by EPA. These modified initial screening- 
level benchmarks must specify the contaminants and media of interest, 
exposure pathways and receptors, and an acceptable contaminant level or 
range of levels (at particular locations for each exposure route). 



Dweiop General Response Actions 

Identify Areas or Volumes of Media 

The Company shall identib areas or volumes of media to which general 
response acrions may apply, taking inio account requirements for protectiveness 
as identified in :he risk management-based action objectives. The chemical and 
physical characterization of the Site must also be taken into account. 

ldentib, Screen, and Document Remedial Technologies 

The Company shall identify and evaluate technologies applicable to  each 
general response action to eliminate those that cannot be implemented at the 
Site. General response actions must be refined to specify remedial technology 
types. Technology process options for each of the technology types must be 
identified either concurrent with the identification of technology types, or 
following the screening of the considered technology types. Process options 
must be evaluated on the basis of effectiveness, implementabiiity, and cost 
factors i o  select and retain one or, if necessary, more representative processes 
for each technology type. The technology types and process options must be 
summarized for inclusion in a technical memorandum to be approved by EPA. 
The reasons for eliminating alternatives must be specified. 

Assemble and Document Alternatives 

The Company shall assemble technical memoranda of selected representative 
technologies into alternatives for each affected medium or operable unit. 
Together, all of the alternatives must represent a range of treatment and 
containment combinations that will address either the Site or the operable unit 
as a whole. A summary of the assembled alternatives and their related action- 
specific ARARs must be prepared by the Company for inclusion in a technical 
memorandum. The reasons for eliminating alternatives during the preliminary 
screening process must be specified. 



Refine Alternatives 

The Compzny shall refine ihe remedial alternatives to identify contaminant 
L L --~tar*;eaddress& ' by ::,= ijwpa& prDce;-;- 2nd sizing of c:":-ai ccie o ; s i ~ ; i ~ ~ ~  

as necessary. Sufficient information inbid be coltected for an adequate 
comparison of alternatives. iiii;iai screening-level benchmarks for each 
chemical in each medium must also be modified as necessary io  i n cop ra te  
any new risk assessment information presented in the Baseline Risk 
Assessment reports. Additionaliy, action-specific ARARs must be updated as 
the remedial alternatives are refined. 

Conduct and Document Screening Evaluation of Each Alternative 

The Company may perform a final screening process based on short- and long- 
term aspects of effectiveness, implementability, and relative cost. Generally, 
this screening process is only necessary when there are many feasible 
alternatives available for detailed analysis. If necessary, the screening of 
alternatives must be conducted to assure that only the alternatives with the most 
favorable composite evaluation of all factors are retained for further analysis. As 
appropriate, the screening must preserve the range of treatment and 
containment alternatives thatwas initially developed. The range of remaining 
alternatives shall include options that use treatment technologies and 
permanent solutions to the maximum extent practicable. The Company shall 
prepare a technical memorandum summarizing the results and reasoning 
employed in screening, arraying alternatives that remain after screening, and 
identifying the action-specific ARARs for the alternatives that remain after 
screening. 

b. Alternatives Development and Screening Deliverables 

The Company shall prepare a technical memorandum summarizing the work 
performed in and the results of each task above, including an alternatives array 
summary. These must be modified by the Company if required by EPA's comments to 
assure identification of a complete and appropriate range of viable alternatives to be 
considered in the detailed analysis. This deliverable must document the methods, 
rationale, and results of the alternatives screening process. 



TASK 7 - DETAILED ANALYS!S OF REMEDIAL ALTERNATIVES 

The detailed analysis shaIl be conducted by the Company to provide EPA with ths 
. . .
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a. Deiziled Analysis of Alternatives 

The Company shall conduct a detailed analysis of alternatives which must consist of an 
analysis of each option against a set of nine evaluation criieria and a comparative 
analysis of all options using ihe same evaluation criteria as a basis for comparison. 

Apply Nine Criteria and Document Analysis 

The Company shall apply nine evaluation criteria to the assembled remedial 
alternatives to ensure that the selected remedial alternative will be protective of 
human health and the environment; will be in compliance with, ARARs; will be 
cost-effective; will utilize permanent solutions 2nd alternative treatment 
technologies, or resource recovery technologies, i o  the maximum extent 
practicable; and will address the statutory preference for treatment as a principal 
element. The evaluation criteria include: (1)overall protection of human health 
and the environment; (2) compliance with ARARs; (3) long-term effectiveness 
and permanence; (4) reduction of toxicity, mobility, or volume; (5) short-term 
effectiveness; (6) implementability; (7) costs; (8) state (or support agency) 
acceptance; and (9) community acceptance. (Note: Criteria 8 and 9 are 
considered after the RliFS report has been released to the general public.) For 
each alternative, the Company should provide: (I)a description of the 
alternative that outlines the waste management strategy involved and identifies 
the key ARARs associated with each alternative; and (2) a discussion of the 
individual criterion assessment. If the Company does not have direct input on 
Criteria 8, state (or support agency) acceptance, and (9) community 
acceptance, these will be addressed by EPA. 

Compare Alternatives Against Each Other and Document the Comparison of 
Alternatives 

The Company shall perform a comparative analysis between the remedial 
alternatives. That is, each alternative must be compared against the others 
using the evaluation criteria as a basis of comparison. EPA will identify and 
select the preferred alternative. The Company shall prepare a technical 
memorandum summarizing the results of the comparative analysis. 



b, Detailed Analysis Deliverables 

In addition to the iechnical memorandum summarizing the results of the comparative 
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Gnce EPk's comments have been addressed by the Company to EFA's satisfaction, 
the final FS report may be bound niih the final RI report. 

Feasiblilty Study Report 

The Company shall prepare a draft FS report for EPA review and comment. 
This report, as ultimately adopted or amended by EPA, provides a basis for 
remedy seiection by EPA and documents the development and analysis of 
remedial alternatives. The Company shall refer to the RllFS Guidance for an 
outline of the report format and the required report content. The Company shall 
prepare a final FS report which satisfactorily addrases EPA's comments. 

TASK 8 - PROJECT SCHEDULE 

The Company will develop for EPA's review and approval a project schedule for the 
performance of the RIIFS. The project schedule must cover performance of all aspects 
of the work. 

TASK 9 - EARLY ACTIONS 

Based on the results of the Human Health or the Ecological Risk Assessments or 
screening assessments, EPA may require that the Company plan and conduct early 
response actions to protect public health andlor the environment. 
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i nis Appendix identifies studies and analyses important for completion o f  :he a~uat ic ;  
human heaith, and plant & wiidiife risk assessments for the Upper Columbia River 
(UCR) study area. This study area extends from the U.S. - Canada border to the 
Grand Coulee Dam in northeast Washington State. The site encompasses a free- 
i inn i i ig  river and a reservoir, Lake Rooseveli (LR). it may inciude riparian and upland 
sites, depending on the extent to which slag, atmospheric emissions, liquid effluent 
contamination, and dust from UCR sediments have reached these areas in significant 
quantities. 

These studies and analyses seek to assess the potential risks posed by metals and 
other contaminants. Metals are used here to refer to metals (e.g., copper, lead, 
mercury) and metalloids (e.g., arsenic, antimony, selenium). The known sources 
include Teck Cominco's Trail, B.C. facility, and pulp and paper mills as well as historic 
mining and smelting operations in the streams draining into Lake Roosevelt. 

Study lists are presented for three risk assessments-human, aquatic life, and terrestrial 
plants & wildlife. This necessarily leads lo  some repetition as some of the data can be 
used to meet the needs of two or more of the assessments. When work plans and 
sampling and analysis plans are prepared, it will be feasible to consolidate and 
integrate the respective data needs of the risk assessments, and nature and extent 
determination to achieve efficiencies. 

The components of the Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Study (RIIFS) for the site are 
identified in the Statement of Work and not in this Appendix. All are acknowledged as 
being critical to this project. 

The state of the science of environmental toxicology and in particular metals 
environmental toxicology is in a state of continual advancement worldwide. Improved 
methods and principles accepted by the scientific community may be available in the 
near term and will be considered, as appropriate. 

All of the studies that may be required to complete the RIIFS may not have been 
identified as this is an iterative process, and ail of the studies identified ultimately may 
not be needed, as some are contingent upon the results of prerequisite studies and the 
screening-level risk assessments. 



The studies outlined below are'necessary based or! our current understanding of the 
site. However, EPA acknowledges that :his RlIFS is an iterative process and that new 
data mzy suggest modifications to this SQW. EPA may require the Company lo 
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311 the studies listed ir?this Appmdix need to be perfomed by the Company. 

CHAPTER 2 PRQJECT MANAGEMENT 

2.1 PROJECT DATABASE AND DATA MA.NAGEMENT SYSTEM 

The Company shall provide EPA and its government partners preliminary data within 
six weeks of receipt of data results. All documents must be submitted in hard copy and 
electronically in an editable format approved by the EPA. Data must be submitted 
electronically in a format approved by EPA. The Company will also provide EPA and 
its government partners all data validaiion information. EPA will supply access to 
government partners and, as EPA determines appropriate, the public, to study and 
independently analyze the data. It may be appropriate to consider having the data 
managed by a third party so all stakeholders gain access at the same time. The data 
management system must include independent quality assurance audits. This should 
include data as well as reference documents and historical reports. Note: EPA has 
initiated a data base system with information to date. 

CHAPTER 3 HUMAN HEALTH RISK ASSESSMENT 

3.1 PRQBLEM FORMULATION 

The Company agrees to cooperatively provide data on the Trail facility operations, 
including but not limited to multiple lines of production and recycling of hazardous 
materials, to fully identify contaminants of potential concern and for models (including 
the Conceptual Site Model). 

3.1 .ISediment and Contaminant Fate and Transport 

The Company will investigate sediment and contaminant fate and transport. This task 
will support all risk assessments, and may include fate and transport modeling of 
contaminants of potential concern. This task will result in the characterization of 
transport of both bedded and suspended sediments and their associated contaminant 
residues in the riverine and lacustrine reaches of the UCR. The scope shall include 
collection of the data needed to determine sediment transport parameters including 
sediment properties (for example use of a Sedflume), bathymetry and hydrology and 



water level elevations, if modeling is employed the model must be verified, validated, 
and reviewed by EPA. 
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heip identify ercsion2l a: depositional areas), the Coxpany wiii c~ l ies tdzta from-.
multipie seasons and flow regimes. I ne differing flow regimes will account for esects 
on bottom contours due to changes in \ ~ ~ t e r  flow, (e.g., during and aftpi storm events 
or major reservoir water level fluctuations.) 

The aerral and vertical extent of slag or its weathered forms is nnt fully known. EPA 
may require the Company to conduct Sediment Profile Imaging for getting a visual map 
oi the exient of slag ana its interactions with benrhic habitat, and for getting preliminary 
ideas on depth of slag and grain size characteristics. This could be used to identify 
areas for collecting more definitive subsurface data. EPA may also require the 
Company to conduct Acoustic Doppler current profiling needed for hydrodynamic 
modeling. EPA may also require the Company to study erosion on the river and 
reservoir to determine potential inputs of sediments into the system as well as other 
changes which erosion may cause. 

Sediment transport also includes characterization of the bathymetry of the UCR. EPA 
may require Company to conduct multiple bathymetry studies under differing 
hydrologic regimes (e.g., before, during and after major flows). This involves 
understanding the physical sediment environment within the study area (depth and 
consolidation and bulk density of the sediments) so that deposition and erosion zones 
can be identified. The sediment transport and contaminant fate study will include the 
sampling locations targeted by previous UCR studies and help to guide future sampling 
efforts. 

In addition to samples taken for sediment transport, the Company must collect a body 
of sediment data to determine nature and extent of contamination. 

In addition to sediment analyses, the Company must conduct chemical analyses of 
slag. Analyses must include obtaining information on comparative chemical 
composition of newly exposed faces versus weathered slag, metals speciation in slag 
leachate, and rate of chemical release during slag weathering. This will help to 
understand current contaminant distribution of metals, and future releases of metals. 

Contaminant fate and transport determinations must be conducted concomitant with 
the sediment transport study. The two are inextricably linked because the transport and 
deposition of contaminants through the UCR will be a function of the size, 
concentration and densities of particles, current velocities and turbulence, metal 



speciation, properfies of the organic compounds and organic carbon. These will vary 
within :he UCR. 

-,
I nere ;may be other potential sources o'i contaminants to the UCR beyond those 
contributed by the slag and wastewaters of Teck Corninso's facility. Additional sources 
exist. i f  these contaminants are suspected or identified as pcsing or contributing to 
risks to humans or the environment, then methods shall be developed for determining 
the source of those contaminants. 

Gaps exrsi in avaiiabie information as to wherher upland contamination impacts ground 
water, or whether contaminated ground water discharges into surface water. EPA may 
require the Company to conduct ground-water sampling where upland contaminants 
potentially discharge to surface water. EPA may require the Company to collect data 
to determine the potential for contaminated g:ound water to be a source of impacts to 
surface water. 

3.1.3 Initial (Tier 1) Delineation of Upland Aerial Footprint Reflecting Atmospheric 
Deposition of Trail Facility Emissions and Lake Roosevelt Sediment 

Studies may be necessary to assist EPA in delineating the upland or terrestrial 
contaminant impact areas. EPA may require the Company to conduct studies that may 
involve modeling depositionai patterns of emissions from the Traii facility and dust from 
high wind events impacting UCR sediments. A modeling study may be able to 
establish the probable aerial extent (footprint) of deposition from these sources. 
Designating the size and boundaries of the upland study area is important to scoping 
terrestrial sampling studies for both the human health and wildlife evaluations and has 
a direct bearing on the degree (and therefore cost) of sampling. If required by EPA, 
these studies must take into account studies conducted north of the U.S.1Canadian 
border (e.g., Goodarzi et al. 2001; Goodarzi et al. 2002; National Research Council, 
2005; Ross & Associates Environmental Consulting et al. 2003), and include dust 
sampling and modeling studies conducted in the UCR. Data needed will be driven by 
model requirements. Any model will require verification, validation and EPA review. 
In addition, EPA may require that the Company collect air samples necessary to 
determine aerial transport of eroded beach sediment. 

3.1.4 Screening Level Risk Assessment and Data Gaps Analysis 

Existing data has undergone data quality review and validation, by EPA. Existing data 
will be used to conduct the initial screening-level risk assessment (SLRA) of potential 
risks to all key human receptor groups. The resuiis oi tn is screening shall be used to 



identify data gaps and key unceriainties for both the Remedial Investigation and R i s ~  
Assessments. Additional SLRAs shall be app!ied iteratively to new data to 
successively focus the analysis. These analyses are a prerequisite to conducting the 
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I he resuits from the Data Gaps Ariaiysis shall be used to identify which data are 
necessary to advance the Ri and FS. The daia gaps analysis will then be  used to 
generate subsequent worii pians, including nature and extent of contamination as 
mentioned above, and to collect daia to complete the baseline R4. 

3.2 EXPOSURE ASSESSMENT 

3.2.1 Characterization of Background Concentrations in UCR Environmental Media 

A study may be needed to identify locations that are suiiable io represent in-water and 
upland background contaminant concentrations for the UCR. If EPA requires this 
study, background areas should beas similar as possible to the UCR locations being 
sampled to ensure that contaminant concentrations in background areas are 
representative of the range of physical and habitat conditions being evaluated. These 
locations may be in Canada. 

3.2.2 Tribal and Recreational Consumption and Resource Use Surveys 

Recieational ccrnsu~mpticrn and resource use surveys must be completed for ihe RiIFS, 
for both Tribal consumption and use, and consumption and use by the general public. 
A review of available consumption information will be conducted as part of the planning 
process for the Tribal and general public recreational consumption and resource use 
surveys. A Tribal survey will be conducted by the EPA andlor the Tribes as set forth in 
the SOW (NOTE: A third-party member may be involved with the design). The Tribal 
consumption and resource use study shall include the planning and conduct of 
consumption and use surveys for the tribes based on personal interviews and other 
survey methods. The Tribal and general public consumption surveys should identify 
consumption of any foodsi~ffs that may be harvested from the study area, including 
vegetation, wild game and fishlshellfish. The consumption and use surveys shall occur 
over one or more years and include data relevant to all seasons of harvest. The 
surveys shall be designed to elicit specific information on the types of resources (e.g., 
wild and cultivated plants, wild game, fish/shellfish) harvested within the Study Area 
and from areas representing background conditions in a manner sensitive to 
intellectual and cultural properties of the affected tribes. The surveys also should 
define the proportion harvested from each location, the frequency of consumption 
annually for each resource consumed, the average and maximum amounts consumed, 
general cleaning, prepana'tion and cooking methods, and The ages and gender of those 



in each family unit that ccnsuine the resources and other factors as appropriate. Tribal 
use must also consider exposure from sources other than consumption (eg., sweat 
lodges, medicinal uses, basket weaving, etc). 

Zecreaiionai surveys wiii esiabiish a rnoe siie-specific estimate of the degree of 
i-ecreational use of the UCR. h y  recrationai s w e y  snall be carried out over at least 
a one-year period as determined by EPH in order to identify seasonal variation. Such a 
suwey wiil be designed to eiicii information on the types of activities conducted within 
the UCR: specifically which recreational areas typically are visited, the time spent 
weekly at each, and ihe activities typically conducted (e.g., picnicking, swimming, 
fishing, boating, etc.). 

3.2.3 Sediment, Beaches, Surface Water, Fish, and Mussel Tissue Sampling 

Sediment, beaches, surface water, fish, and mussel tissue sampling studies wili be 
conducted. These studies will support both human and ecological risk (aquatic life and 
terrestrial plants and wildlife) assessments. They shall be designed to build on the 
sediment and tissue data collected in 2005 by EPA to fill data gaps and or other needs. 
The number and location of samples cannot be known until completion of the Tier I 
screening level risk assessment and identification of uncertainties and data gaps for 
these media. 

If EPA determines that the results of the 2005 Sediment Sampling indicate that 
beaches could pose an unacceptable health risk, or do not provide sufficient 
information to make a determination, then additional beaches will need to be 
specifically included in the upland soil or aquatic sediment sampling. 

Fish tissue samples will include skin-on fillets and whole body samples for fish. 
Gastrointestinal tract contents may be removed and analyzed separately from whole 
body fish. Gasirointesiinal tract contents are important for consideration of prey 
species as whole fish are ingested by wildlife. 

In addition to fish, mussels have been identified as a food source for humans and 
wildlife, Company shall sample mussels from exposed beaches where they occur. Co- 
located sediment samples and other pertinent information may be collected. 

3.2.4 Biological Surveys of Terrestrial Vegetation and Wildlife 

Following conduct of the tribal and recreational use surveys and identification of 
representative plant habitat areas in the Study Area where exposures may occur, it 
should be apparent which types of upland plants and animals are consumed and thus 
gay  require evaluation of potential risks io  people. The occurrence of the vegetation 



and animals used by tribal members and others then can be mapped using existing 
and new data. These data will supporl co-located soil and vegetation sampling in 
habitat areas where the plants and animals exist. In addition, EFA may require the 
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from occupying pzrlicuiar localio?~. I nese surveys shall be inlegrzted ivith thsse 
conducted as part of the wildiife risk assessment. The latter aiso will survey and map 
iorbs/grasses/shrubs and other browse of certain wiidlife species. 

3.2.5 Terrestrial Soil and Vegetation Residue Sampling and Analysis 

Depending on how the upland portion of the Study Area is defined (see Section 3.1 . f ) ,  
EPA may require The Company to conduct co-located sampling of bulk soil and 
vegetation and other pertinent parameters needed to evaluate exposures of human 
health and wildlife (Section 5.2.9). These daia shall also be used to refine estimates of 
depositional footprints from atmospheric emissions from the Trail facility 2nd dust from 
Lake Roosevelt (Sections 3.1.3 and 3.2.6). 

Soils also represent an sxposure pathway. For example, soil can be directly touched 
or ingested by people recreating or harvesting plants in the upland portions of the study 
area. For evaluating human contact exposure, as determined appropriate by EPA, 
bulk soils shall be sieved by the laboratory and the smallest (sieved) fraction analyzed 
for metals (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Technical Review Workgroup for 
Lead, 2000). Size fractions larger than fine sand generally do not adhere to skin, and 
therefore may pose lower risks from incidental ingestion or direct skin uptake although 
contact with wet sediment may increase adherence of larger particles (Kissel et al., 
1996). For evaluating uptake of contaminants from soil into vegetation, bulk soil must 
also be analyzed. The bioavailability of contaminants in soil should be considered to 
the extent technically feasible. The bulk soil data may allow for evaluation of 
contaminant uptake from soil, which supports both human and wildlife risk evaluations. 
Properiies needed to evaluate contaminant bioavailability and fate also should be 
determined prior to data collection. The number of soil samples to be collected 
depends on the number of locations evaluated and the sizes of the areas studied. 
Aerial extents will depend on the anticipated sizes of the depositional footprints 
established in Study 3.1.3. At a minimum, several soil samples per location shall be 
collected. Locations to be sampled should include natural areas identified through 
consumption use surveys, known recreational and camping areas in the UCR, and 
areas where cultivation practices potentially may be affected. Co-located sampling of 
soil and vegetation should represent the range of exposure conditions being evaluated. 

Vegetation sampling must represent both plants growing naturally and under 
cultivation. The types of vegetation to be sampled must represent those consumed by 



tribal members je.g., culturally signiiiczni forbslgrasseslshrubs) and the genera! pubiic 
(as well as wildlife as described in subsequent sections.) 

EPA may require :he Company to conduct 2 second tier airborne contaminant 
investigation, depending on ?De results of the first tier investigation (Section 3.1.3) and 
subsequent so11 sarnpiing (Section 3.2.3). The objectives wouid be the same as that of 
the study described in Section 3.7.3: deiineate locations and aerial extents of upland 
areas where contaminant concentrations are elevated significantly above background 
due to dust irom Lake Rooseveli or atmospheric deposition irom the Trail facility. 
Obtaining more accurate and refined delineations than possible from Tier I modeling 
wouid be a second goal. The Company shall consult with the U.S. Geological Survey 
to coordinate with their ongoing work. 

EPA may require the Company to conduct multiple modeling runs to determine the 
footprint of past emissions. Any model used will be verified, validated, and reviewed by 
EPA. 

3.2.7 Mercury Methylation, Bioaccumulation, and Fate Study 

EPA may require the Company to conduct a study to determine whether the water 
column andlor sediments within the UCR are significant souices of the methyl mercury 
found in fish collected from the UCR. The Teck Cominco facility in Trail has a record of 
historic and recent mercury releases (Commission for Environmental Cooperation 
(CEC), 2005; Dorn-Steele, 2004; Environment Canada, 2004). Methyl msrcury levels 
are currently elevated in tissues of some fish species from this area, and these 
residues may be a source of potential risks to human health, depending on the extent 
of fish consumption from this area and the ages of the fish consumed (Washington 
State Department of Ecology & Washington State Department of Health, 2003; 
Washington State Department of Health, 2003). Identification of the sources and 
processes governing the distribution of methyl mercury is the main purpose of this 
study. Muitiple locations within the UCR must be sampled for bulk sediment, sediment 
porewater, overlying surface water (near the sediment surface and at the water's 
surface), and fish. Each sample shall be analyzed for total and methyl mercury. Fish 
sampled should include species within different size classes that are representative of 
the size classes consumed. Fish ages and lengths must be measured, and Company 
shall normalize for agelsize if it is established that these influence the residue level. An 
agelsize effect on residues has been established in the literature. it also is important to 
account for the home ranges of the fish species sampled. This would require sampling 
fish that have iimited home ranges (e.g., scuipins) and those that have been tagged to 



establish whzre ihey have livsd. By evaluating home ranges the need to  inske the 
assumption that fish sampled in one area lived there permanently may be avoided. 
The foregoing information is expected to characterize relationships between t i s s u ~  
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EPA may require the Company to study the transformation of mercury in the UCR 
environment through the measurement of appropriate seasonal parameters. 

3.2.8 Bioaccessibility Study 

One method, currently under review by EPA Oifice of Superfund Remediation 
T~chnoiogy innovation (OSRTI), for estimating bioavailability of lead to humans is a 
bioaccessibility study. EPA may require the Company to perform a bioavailability 
study. This study could be performed to evaluate the potential bioaccessible fraction 
(an in vitro measure of relative bioavailability to people through ingestion) of lead (at a 
minimum) from samples of site media, including soil, sediment (beach), fish and 
mussel tissue, and surface waier. The results of the study shall be used, if applicable, 
i o  refine screening level risk estimates for each medium. If, following a screening 
assessment, a substantial proportion of data continue to suggest potential risk, EPA 
may require that the Company conduct a more definitive study (see Section 3.2.9) to 
determine relative bioavailability. 

3.2.9 Oral Bioavailability Study 

EPA will determine the need for this test based upon completion of the screening-level 
risk assessment and the results of the bioaccessibility testing for lead. The potential 
need for this test, which doses study media to a model mammal, has been identified in 
EPA's Metals Risk Assessment Framework (U.S. EPA 2004). Depending on the 
results of the bioaccessibility testing, it may be necessary to measure the relative 
bioavailability o f  lead, arsenic, and perhaps other metals in media identified in the 
screening-level risk assessments. EPA may require the Company to conduct this 
study to establish more accurate estimates of the relative bioavailability of metals in 
site media. 

3.3 OTHER HUMAN HEALTH STUDIES 

Additional studies not presently anticipated may be required by EPA or suggested by 
the Company following the results of screening level risk assessment and interim 
results of the baseline risk assessments. These studies may be needed to increase 
the reliability (i.e., reduce uncertainty, increase accurxy) of exposure andlor risk 
estimates. 



CHP,PTER 4 AQUATIC ECOLOGiCAL RISK ASSESSMENT (HERB) 

-. 
I ne ioiiowing studies in Problem Foirn~ilaiEcn hithe E R A  may be impo-tat for 
defining exposure and subsequen'ily risk to aqustic life. Each study 112s specific goals 
that address data needs for the AEW. 

4.7.1 Transport and Fate of Contaminants and Particulates as Suspended Solids and 
Bedded Sediments 

The Company wili conduct a study to further define the transport and fate of 
contaminants in the UCR. This includes the speciation and bioavailability of metals, 
and other contaminmts that have been identified as being potentially toxic to aquatic 
life in the water column or sediments (see Section 4.3.1 to 4.3.3). contaminants will be 
transported in the dissolved phase, sorbed to suspended and bedded sediments, 
transported bound to particulates, and through bed sediment movement. Interactions 
between the latter's physicochemical properties and those of the metals and other 
contaminants will aid in determining the fate of contaminants in water and sediments. 

4.1.2 Sources of Contaminants and Sediments in the Riverine and Lacustrine Reaches 

EPA may require the Company to investigate sources of contaminants and sediments 
to the UCR in conjunction with ihe sediment and contaminant fate and transport study 
(Section 4.1 .I). Other contaminant sources besides the Trail facility may include 
upstream and tributary-based mining prior to construction of dams on the Columbia 
River and its tributaries. Sediment sources include bank slumping, redistribution of 
sediments from tributaries, and depositions of up-river sediments. 

4.1.3 Tiered Screening Level Risk Assessments 

Consistent with the Ecological Risk Assessment Guidance for Superfund, a screening 
level risk assessment will be conducted on existing data. The contaminants of concern 
will then be refined through a reevaluation of assumptions inherent in the screening 
level risk assessment. EPA may require that the Company conduct additional SLRAs 
iteratively to data collected as part of subsequent investigational tiers. 



4.2 EXPOSURE CHARACTERIZATION 

4.2.1 Sampling Design 

-,
i ne Company wili provide a formal s tudy  d e s i g n  to guide ail saspling. The final 
s z n p l i n ~  design h;s net ye t  been determined, However, any design must consider 
analytical detection limits, physical, chemical, and biological properties, and other 
appiopriate parameters. 

4.2.2 Characterization of Background Concentrations of Metals and other 
Contaminants in Water, Animals and Sediments 

EPA may require the Company to conduct a study to identify suitabie aquatic reference 
sites for the UCR. The UCR represents a cline of habitats and environments, so 
multiple reference site conditions may be necessary. This could include use of a 
probabilistic-based design for sampling candidate reference sites, or a rnore focused 
study as determined by EPA in orderto identify multiple reference sites. 

4.2.3 Characterization of Surface Water Qualiiy 

The Company will conduct a study to characterize surface water quality. The objective 
of this study is to collect suitable data needed to determine potential source areas, and 
whether contaminants in surface waters, based on total, dissolved and bioavailable 
metal and other contaminants, pose an unacceptable risk to organisms. This study 
may also include the direct determination of surface water toxicity using chronic toxicity 
tests including of the plankton Ceriodaphnia dubia. Water shall be sampled in the 
euphotic zone, where plankton predominate, and in the water overlying the sediments 
(surface water). 

4.2.4 Characterization of Sediment and Sediment Porewater 

The Company will collect the data needed to characterize the composition of the bulk 
and bioavailable sediments and associated porewater in terms of contaminant, particle 
size and physicochemical properties that affect metal and other contaminants' 
bioavailability and toxicity. This study would supplement the EPA study conducted in 
spring 2005. If required by EPA, additional sampling shall be conducted to measure 
variables associated with the factors affecting bioavailability and toxicity, as well as fill 
data gaps identified by EPA's 2005 sampling. This study should also be tied to the 
direct determination of sediment toxicity using toxicity tests of benthic 
macroinvertebrates (see Section 4.3.3). 



I 

This study could include the scenario to sample sediments from at least five segments 
or reaches: (I) riverine, (2) upper LR basin, (2) middie LR basin, (3) lower LR bash, 
and (5) Spokane Arm to Long Lake Darn. Alihough EPA collscted bulk sediment 
ssmpiss in sijrirrg2 *.-. ?,- * 

~ f ~ s ;~ i r ~ m3 oI;fne UCR serjmer;;sl ";.dh~p sz!~:aies;::!I: 
iikely be reqsired to fulfi!l :he needs of the AERA and site deiinealion. 

4.2.5 Bioiogicai Survey OF Aquatic lnverlebrale Commmity 

The Company will perform a biological survey. This study will identify the relative 
abundance and occurrence of aquatic macro invertebrats species in the various 
reaches of the UCR. The survey will provide direct support for identifying species !hat 
may be appropriate for further study. Data collected will support the identification of 
species and calculation of richness and diversity indices. EPA Rapid Bioassessment 
protocols are available to support these types of surveys or EPA's probabilistic-based 
sampling design could be used (see Fore 2003). 

4.2.6 Aquatic Macroinvertebrate, Amphibian and Plankton Contaminant Sampling and 
Analysis 

The Company will conduct a study to determine whether metal and other contaminant 
residues in macroinvertebrates and plankton pose risks to fish. This study must to be 
tied to a study characterizing diets offish (Section 4.3.5) and a laboratory dietary 
ioxicity study (Section 4.3.4). 

4.2.7 Bioavailability of Metals and other Contaminants in Surface Water and Sediment 
Porewater 

Bioavailability will be considered at the site. EPA may require the Company to conduct 
a study of the bioavailability of metals and other contaminants in surface water and 
sediment porewater. The parties will work together to more fully develop a specific 
study approach. The bioavailability of metals in surface water and sediment porewater 
may be defined using either the biotic ligand model, to the extent such models are 
available, or by water effect ratios (US. EPA, 2001; V.S. EPA, 1994). The biotic ligand 
model is a method for determining bioavailability of certain metals in water (and 
porewater) based on concentrations and binding constants of water quality constituents 
with each other and biotic ligands of aquaiic organisms. Water effect ratios are based 
on laboratory tests whereby the toxicity of water and sediments collected in the field is 
compared to that of standard laboratory water and laboratory sediments using standard 
toxicity test species. 



4.3 EFFECTS CHARACTERiZATiON 

4.3.1 Stitface Water Toxicity to Sensitive Indicator Organisms 

Toxicity tests may be performed to verify predictions concerning the presence or 
absence of risks based on analysis of chsrnical data (e.g., metals concentrations in 
water). 

4.3.2 ldentificaiion of Cause-Effect Relationships Using Toxicity Identification 
Evaluations 

EPA may require the Company to condtici studies to establish that metals and other 
contaminants rather than other factois are specificaliy contributing significantly to 
toxicity or adverse effects observed in laboratory tests or field studies. 

4.3.3 Sediment Toxicity to Sensitive Indicator Organisms 

EPA may require the Company to conduct additional sediment toxicity tests with key 
invertebrate species in the UCR. These may include Hyalella azteca or Chironomus 
tentans. Tests with other macro invertebrate species as well as amphibians may be 
required by EFA (e.g., the oligochaete, Lumbriculus variegatus.) 

4.3.4 Laboratory Dietary Toxicity Tests with Fish 

EPA may require the Company to perform laboratory dietary toxicity studies on species 
of interest. Such tests have shown at other Superfund river sites that diet may be the 
driving source of exposures when water concentrations of metals are below water 
quality criteria. 

4.3.5 Fish Diets 

Risks to humans from fish consumption or fish toxicity may be related to contaminants 
in the sediments or water column, orfrom diet (or all of these factors). EPA may 
require that the Company determine the content and impacts of fish diet if this is 
determined to be a significant contaminant pathway. Diets of fish shall be determined 
from identification of species in water and sediment, and through analysis of stomach 
contents, 



Stomach contents of fish may need to be collected :o assist in the dietary preference 
determination, Dietary identification may be conducted over multiple seasons due to 
high-expected variance in prey typss. 

-.
i issue analyses of invertebrates will be linked to known or inferred diets off ish and 
sther pred-+aiors. 

4 . 3Fish Habitat Use 3urvey 

EPA mzy require the Company to conduct a fish habitat survey. The purpose is to 
identify locations where sturgeon, and other fish species for which existing data are 
highly uncertain, and which are selected as or are potential assessment endpoints, 
may reside in the UCR. The study shall include temporal issues related to their 
potential exposures. 

4.3.7 Contaminant Avoidance by Fish 

Fish may avoid areas of high contamination, or areas of slag. 

EPA may require that the Company conduct avoidance tests for fish to determine 
whether fish may avoid areas of the UCR that could be foraging or reproductive areas. 
owu use could be detrimental to populations due to feeding or reproductive stresses. 

4.3.8 Species of interest Study 

It is noted that there are species resident to the UCR that are of special concern to 
Teck Cominco, the federal government, the state, Tribes and the Public, e.g., sturgeon. 
Sturgeon, in particular, due to their declining numbers and unique longevity are of 
specific concern in the UCR. Few toxicity data are available for these organisms and 
questions exist aboui iheir sensitivity to contaminants. 

EPA may require investigations to address these concerns for sturgeon and other 
species of interest, Issues that will be discussed at the workplan stage will include: 
juvenile toxicity studies, tissue concentrations in field-collected sturgeon, gross 
pathology, histopathology, maternal transfer, toxicity reference values (TRVs), and 
other studies for contaminant effects recommended by the transboundary sturgeon 
recovery team. 

4.3.9 Food Web Modeling 

EPA may require the Company to conduct food web modeling and obtain appropriate 
empirical information and dafa to asceriain exposures to nigher trophic orcjanisrns. 

I 



The modeling would be used in identifying potential effects of remediation on fish 
tissue and other higher trophic level organisms' chemical levels. 

Food web modeling may sene  io  support a determination of contaminant 
concentrations of interest by a back calculation approach and for organic contaminants 
that bioaccumulzte. 

if €FA determines that ?hemodeis are not appropriate, the collection of biota in 4.2.6 
will be used to evaluate the bioaccumulation aspects of bioavailability for those 
contaminants :hat will be part of a food web model or where we have TRVs for the 
benthos. 

+.4 RISK CHARACTERIZATION 

4.4.1 Field Confirmation of Laboratory/Office/Model Estimates of Risk 

The Ecological Risk Assessment may have identified risks based on analyses of 
laboratory and field data. To reduce uncertainty, €PA may require the Company to 
verify that some of the predicted effects are occurring in key species within the UCR. 
Key species are defined as those that are key to the ecological function and production 
of the aquatic ecosystem and fisheries of the UCR. 

Appropriate field studies are lines of evidence that can be considered and do not 
preclude other lines of evidence. 

4.4.2 Definition of Risks io  Receptor Populations 

EPA may require the Company to perform quantitative evaluation of risks to 
understand how or whether the calculated risks are affecting populations o f  the key 
UCR species identified in the problem formulation. This information may b e  needed as 
part of the remedy selection process especially given the size of the UCR. 

Appropriate field studies are lines of evidence that can be considered and do not 
preclude other lines of evidence. 



CHAPTER 5 PLANT AND iiaiILDLIiE RiSK ASSESSMENT 

5.1 PROBLEM FORML!LATION 

The scope of this study wili be the same as that described in Section 3.1.3. 

5.7.2 Sediment Transpori and Metal and Other Contamizants Fate 

This study would be the same as ihat described in Section 3.1.1 

5.1.3 Sources of Metals and Other Contaminants 

This study would be the same as that described in Section 3.1.2. 

5.1.4 Screening-level Risk Assessment and Data Gaps Analysis 

Consistent with the Ecological Risk Assessment Guidance for Superfund, a screening 
level risk assessment will be conducted on existing data. The contaminants of concern 
will then be refined through a reevaluation of assumptions inherent in the screening 
level risk assessment. EPA may require that the Company conduct additional SLRAs 
iteratively to data collected as part of subsequent investigational tiers. 

5.2 PLANT AND WILDLIFE EXPOSURE ASSESSMENT 

5.2.1 Characterization of Background Metal and Other Contaminant Concentrations in 
UCR Environmental Media 

A s i ~ d j lmay be needed to identify locations that are suitable to represent in-water and 
upland background contaminant concentrations for the UCR. If EPA requires this 
study, background areas should be as similar as possible to the UCR locations being 
sampled to ensure that contaminant concentrations in background areas are 
representative of the range of physical and habitat conditions being evaluated. These 
locations may be in Canada. 

5.2.2 Sediment Sampling 

EPA may require the Company to conduct additional sediment sampling. Data can be 
used from the EPA 2005 sediment sampling programs, earlier sampling programs, and 
new data collected for the aquatic and human health risk assessments. (See 3.2.3). 
However, it is possible that additional data may be needed in particular locations used 



significantly by wildliie for foraging. Bulk or sieved sediment concentrations will be 
used to define exposure for bottom-feedii~g ducks and shorebirds, and need to be 
representative of the different reaches within the study area. Besides contaminant 
~ ~ 3 ' 3 g f i t r ~ : j ~ ~ ~ ,  .. csi~iiclesizeot[-;.;r j&ime;i- prqgr;rcs should be described, i ~ & ~ i ~ ~  
~isii-ibiiiion,totai organic carbon, and pH.  Eiiiciencies in coiiecting the sedirnel?t data 
can be realized by coordination with the human anci aquatic life risk assessments. 

iviuiiiple background locations (and conditions) likely will be required io  represent the 
iacustrine, riverine, riparian and palustrine areas olthe UCR, as well as represent the 
diiiereni habitats (agricultural, etc.) contained in the upianc! locatiofis whsre e 
significant contaminant footprint attributable to Trail facility operations has been 
established. 

Exposed shoreline sediments lhat other wildlife species may come into contact with 
should also be considered, such as aquatic mammals and terrestrial mammals that 
may feed on the exposed sediment (e.g., foragers of mussels). 

5.2.3 Surface Water Sampling 

A synoptic surface water data set suitable for assessing wildlife risks is not available for 
the UCR. Because wildlife will use different portions of the UCR for resting, staging, 
foraging, and reproduction, the Company shall collect metal and other contaminant 
concentrations throughout the study area. Surface water measurements should also 
include both total metals, dissolved metals (in areas where important amphibian 
populations occur), and parameters such as hardness, pH and suspended solids. 

5.2.4 Aquatic and Terrestrial Animal Community Survey 

The Company will conduct a study to identify the relative abundance and occurrence of 
wiidiiie foods in the various reaches of the UCR and uplands. The focus of this survey 
will be on animal foods, species like worms, macroinvertebrates, and small mammals. 
Plants will be surveyed in another study (Section 5.2.8). The scope of upland sampling 
will be determined from footprints of Trail emissions and/or UCR dust (see Sections 
3.1.3, 3.2.5, and 3.2.6). The key wildlife species and their food habits will be identified 
before undertaking this study. The survey will identify species that should be sampled 
because of their distribution, occurrence and abundance. A probabilistic-based 
sampling approach (Fore 2003) as well as other sampling approaches will be 
considered. 



5.2.5 Aquatic and Terrestrial Animal Residue Sampling 

Metal and other coniaminani residues in animal prey of key vvildiife receptor species 
,r,li, h-. , i. +A,-.- !.--a .".:A" , s , ,  g ,, - : ,  - f;a:,-: --,. 1:- --A -,--

, 
- 3~&iur;c in i z n i s  ccnsclr;a5 by 

' .  . ...<~;r;zai:~ recr;ptor< 9'w i j ~ ~ i i e  ,,,so aiiii be siildied (see Section 5.2.9), Prey species 
szmpled should be based on the food habits of key receptors identified duiing the 
Problem Formulation. Aquatic and terrestrial animal residue sampling should be 
synoptic of the different aquatic and upland habitats within the Study Area 2nd the 
typical dietary habits of wildlife recepion to ensure maximum reievance to the risk 
assessments. The prey may include invertebrates, fish and small mammals. Samples 
for residue measurement may be GO-located with sediments, water or soil, zs 
appropriate. These data may also allow uptake efficiencies to be evaluated in certain 
cases. 

5.2.6 Amphibian and Reptile Suwey 

Data on the relative abundance of reptiles and amphibians in the Study Area may be 
needed as a line of evidence in the wildlife risk assessment. EPA may require the 
Company to collect this data. These data wiil also guide residue sampling of these 
organisms (if any) for use in the assessment. Sampling should be coordinated with 
other surveys (e.g., Section 5.2.5) and consider using a probabilistic or an alternative 
sample design such as the stratified population proportionate design as approved by 
EPA. 

5.2.7 Fish Tissue Sampling 

EPA may require the Company to collect additional fish tissue data. Existing data from 
EPA's 2005 sampling event will be used as appropriate, but additional data may be 
needed to support the wildlife risk assessment. Fish (whole body samples) are 
expected to be the primary prey of such wildlife predators as otters, ospreys, eagles 
and herons. The fish for these receptors should be processed and chemically analyzed 
without depuration of stomach contents. Fish size required to support the wildlife risk 
assessments will vary. Osprey and Bald Eagle may take larger (i.e., > I 2  inches) fish, 
while other fish-eating wildlife (herons, otters) will consume smaller specimens. Fish 
sampled should be representative of the species, sizes and trophic levels characteristic 
of the UCR. Coordinating sampling with the mercury fate study may be desirable 
(Section 3.2.7). Fish should be analyzed as individual samples (no composites). 
Several specimens representing size classes of common prey species should be 
collected from multiple reaches within the UCR. 



5.2.8 Upland Plant Survey 

Data oil the types of vegetation and the relative degree of vngetaiive ccver in the S;dy. ?  
-:&I---,.., n JaL l !~ l r~,krsEfc; key S.GrlFs L7q6aVbE C^&""-" a:iier 3n the arc)i:~n,rrsznexisiing ressurce 

. . s t 5  bsses, or through a combinaiion of both. Phis study irviil be conducted if the 
:errestiial footprint study (Sections 3.43,3.2.6 and 5.1 .Ij identifies areas of upland 
coniamination. These data should be mapped using geographic information systems 
(GiS) so that areas of occurrence of indicator piant species are known and can be 
targeted for sampling planis in areas where exposures have been identified (see 
Section 3.1.7 and 5.1.7). Consolidation and integration of this suwey and the mapping 
with the human health assessment should be considered. 

5.2.9 Soil and Vegetation Sampling 

Depending on how the upland portion of the study area is defined (see Section 5.7.1), 
EPA may require the Company to conduct bulk soil sampling to evaluate exposures of 
terrestrial wildlife. Soil can be directly ingested by terrestrial wildlife grazing on 
vegetation within the upland study area and is one of the key pathways for metal and 
other contaminant uptake by plants. Soils collected to evaluate exposures of wildlife 
and terrestrial vegetation should be whole (bulk) and include the following 
measurements in addition to metals and other contaminants: particle sizes, cation 
exchange capacity, total organic carbon and pH. Bulk soil samples should be 
collocated with samples of vegetation to evaluate metal and other contaminant 
bioaccurnulation potential. 

The number of soil samples collected will depend on the power and sensitivity of the 
study, heterogeneity of the results, the number and aerial extent of footprints identified 
in the depositional studies (Sections 3.1.3, 3.2.6), and the upland plant survey (Section 
5.2.8). At a minimum several soil samples per "location" should be collected. Locations 
to be sampled for soil and vegetation should include areas where natural (wild) 
vegetation (forbs, grasses, shrubs and other vegetationlforage) is present. 

Plant samples should be associated with the food habits of the wildlife receptors. 
Roots may be needed to support dietary habits for some wildlife that preferentially feed 
on these plant parts (e.g., muskrat, other small mammals), while shoots (i.e., above 
ground growth) will be necessary to support forage for other receptors (small 
mammals). 

52.10 Bioaccessibility Study 

Residues of some contaminants in the tissues of some species of fish may potentially 
ijclse risks io wildlife receptors, depending on consumption rates, metal and other 



coniaminant concentraticns and asscmptions about the ccntaminants' bioavaiiability. 
One method, currently in development, for making a preliminaty estimate of iead 
bioavaiiability in humans is ihe in vitio bioaccessibiiiiy study. EPA may require !he . ..
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1;Tay rYi;:easGre of ~ ~ [ q a t  be biosi;aii&ie naopie or iiLiiidi$e through ingestion) (2".
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minimum) iead and arsenic (and perhaps orher metals). i he scope of sample 
collection for this study vdould depend on the chemicals, media, receptors, and 
iocalicns identified in the r i s ~  assessments. 

5.3 PLANT AN0 WILDLIFE EFFECTS CHAWCTEFilZATlON 

5.3.4 Early Life Stage Amphibian Toxicity Tests 

The need for early life stage amphibian toxicity tests will be based on the findings of 
the screening !eve1 risk assessment of sediment and water quality data, and the results 
from the amphibianlreptile survey. If screening evaluations suggest contaminant 
concentrations may pose a risk, then EPA may require that the Company conduct this 
study. The frog embryo terztogenesis assay-Xenopus (FETM) test is a candidate 
test. 

5.3.2 Plant Germination Studies 

The need for plant germination tests (e.g., lettuce seed) will be based upon the 
screening level risk assessments, the plantivegetation survey, and the footprints 
identified in studies described in Sections 3.1.3, 3.2.5 and 3.2.6. If screening 
evaluations suggest potential risks, then EPA may require the Company to conduct 
germination studies in soil and sediment collected from selected locations. These tests 
could also be used to assess bioaccumulation, if necessary. 

5.3.3 Earthworm Toxicity Studies 

The need for earthworm toxicity tests will be based upon findings of the screening level 
risk assessment of soil data, the results of the footprint study (Section 5.1.1) and the 
results from the survey of terrestrial invertebrates (Section 5.2.4). if screening 
evaluations suggest contaminant concentrations may pose a risk, then EPA will require 
the Company to conduct survival studies in soil and sediment collected from selected 
locations. 
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Exhibit B 

Technical Review of Upraer Columbia River RIIFS 

EPA is prepared to provide up to four levels of technical review of RVFS process, outlined as 
follows: 

(1) Upper Colunlbia River Technical Team: 

The site technical temi will consist of represeniaiive of EPA Region i O  as u,ei! as technicai 
experts from EFA headquarters and labs. Specifically, the technical team consists of: 

Sally Thomas 
Kevin Rochlin 
Monica Tonel 
Bruce Duncan 
David Charters 
David Cooper 
Steve Ells 
Marc Stifelman 
Bufi Shephard 

(2) Contaminated Sediments Technical Advisory Group (CSTAG) 

EFA will utilize CSTAG periodically throughout the WFS process to assure sound decision- 
making. OSWER Directive 9285.6-08, Principles for Managing Contaminated Sediment 
Risks at Hazardous Waste Sites (Feb. 12, 2002), established the CSTAG as an EPA technical 
advisory group to "monitor the progress of and provide advice regarding a small number of 
large, complex, or controversial contaminated sediment Superfund sites". The main purpose 
of the CSTAG is to help RPMs appropriately investigate and manage their sites in 
accordance with the 11 risk management pdciples established in the above Directive. 
Because all the members are also engineers or scientists, technical advice on specific studies 
is also often provided. The CSTAG is visiting most of the largest sediment sites where a 
remedy has not yet been selected in order to provide the site manager advice on how to select 
a remedy that achieves a cost-effective reduction in long-term risks to human health and the 
environment. 

CSTAG membership includes one representative per Region, two Gom ORD, and two Gom 
OSRTI. The initial meeting for each site will be near the site and will include an overview of 
the site by the RPM, a site visit, a half-day session where key stakeholders may make 
presentations, and a half-day CSTAG-only session where the CSTAG begins drafting its 
recommendations. The CSTAG plans to monitor the progress at each site until all remedial 
action objectives and cleanup levels have been met. 

The CSTAG has submitted recommendations on ten sites and other sites will be added as it 
becomes apparent that they are likely to include a sediment remedy. The recotimenda.tions 
and the Region's response are posted on EPA's contaminated sediments web page at 
u-w-.e~a.eov/su~erfiu~d/reso~ces/sedimencsta.h.
Most site managers have found the 



recon~inendations useful and have used them to refine their conceptual site model, gather 
more data that is most appropriate, not collect data that are unlilccly to be used in decisioil- 
making, improve their coininunications with the public. and/or evaluate existing data in a 
different light. 

(3) Teclmical Review Process 

EPA is wiliing to ailow Teck Cominco, at specified points in the W F S  process, to seek 
further third-pariy review of a decision of the Gpper Columbia River Technical team to an 
EPA remediation expert, Dr. Elizabeth Southerland, Division Director, Office of Superfund 
Remediation and Technology Innovation. Teck Cominco could seek review of decisions of 
the Technical Team to Dr. Southerland on the following documents: 

a) technical memorandum on problem formulation for ecological risk 
assessment 

b) draft eco risk assessment work plan ((this document will include 
methodology for performing and problem formuIation for eco risks); 

c) draft human health risk assessment work plan (this document will include 
methodology for performing the risk assessment including hazard 
identification); 

d) draft risk assessment for eco risks; 

e) draft risk assessment for human health risks; 

f) any action memorandum for early response actions. 

g) draft FS 

Under this process, Teck Cominco could raise its concerns with Dr. Southerland wit!lin 10 
days of EPA issuing its disapproval or modifications of Teck's draft fmal document. Dr. 
Southerland will consult with Region 10 and HQ staff, and the experts representing the 
United States Department of the interior, the Canadian government, State and Tribal 
governments, and Teck Cominco, as needed, in reviewing Teck Cominco's objections and 
alternatives. Dr. Southerland may also, at her discretion, consult other such experts as she 
deems appropriate. Dr. Southerland will provide written technical recommendations to the 
Region 10 Administrator and the Assistant Administrator of the Office of Solid Waste and 
Emergency Response (OSWER) who will then make a joint written final decision. 

(4) Enhanced Consultative Role for Canadian Government 

Arrangements for consultation between the governments of the United States and Canada 
will be completed by the exchange ofnotes between the two governments. 


